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Features:
.1SO Vl-fiz IBM PowerPC Processor (350 Mips)
r Linux open source (most parts under the terms of GPL,
accordingly expandable)

. Supports Linux standard API (Direct-FB, Linux-FB, LIRC. ...)

. DVB Common-lnterface Slot

. 2 x Smartcard-Reader
I Integrated Compact Flash Interface Slot
. MPEG2 Hardware decodino (fullv DVB <omoliant). ittpo't i;' MFicna;-codins
r Common available NlMs (DVB-S, DVB-T, DVB-O
o 100 MBit full duplex ethernet lnterface
r USB Port Keyboard, Pointing Devices, Webcarns and other
devices

r V.24|RS232 Interface
.8ig-size LCD-Display
. Up to 256 MByte of R,AM
. integrated IDE UDMA66 Master6lave Interface
. Support for internal HDD in any capacity
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COOP'S COMMENT
Where have the suppliers gone? lf you

inspect this issue closely, and compare it to
say November or December, a number of
"fixture" pages are no longer with us.

Avcom-Ramsey, the USA firm
manufacturing various spectrum analyser, FM
broadcast and kit-able products, left us with
the January issue. Patriot Antenna Systems,
another USA supplier dedicated to antennas
up to 6.3m in size and Strong Aust fty Ltd
{aka Phoenix Technologies fty Ltd) are absent
with this issue. Something significant is obviously happening here.

It would be simplistic to explain their absence on a failure of SaIFACTS to attract for them
sufficient business to warrant their continued advertising support. That is not the cause, at
least directly. What is happening here is an evolution of corporate focus and as participants in
a greater "industry" that involves a partnership between suppliers, installer/dealers and
consumers you should be aware of how these "evolutionary changes" wil l one day - soon -
impact on the way you do business.

Taking them one at a time, Avcom-Ramsey first. Avcom of Virginia (not to be confused
with Garry Cratt 's Avcomm fty Ltd) began in business in 1979 building a quality analogue
satell i te receiver. In 1985 the firm added relatively low-cost spectrum analysers because
company founder Andrew Hatfield wisely foresaw the encroachment of digital transmission
technologies and knew the day of analogue receivers was drawing to a close. The "Ramsey

side" also grew from a spare-time home card table operation founded by John Ramsey in
1979. He too did very well during the heydays of American C-band home dish growth (198O -
1985) and his expansion included what was ultimately several hundred different
build-it-yourself kits covering virtually the entire world of hobby electronics. And he also saw
the closing of the C-band window and expanded into two-way radio test equipment. Both
firms were of moderate size (close to but not quite 100 employees at their peak) but when
you cut through the bureaucracy of each, Andy and John stood out as innovative company
founders without which neither firm would long survive. By the late 1990s, both fellows were
into their 5Os and independently pondering why, having accumulated some resources, they
bothered to work 18 hours a day,7 days a week anymore. So over the next two years both
sold out their privately held firms and as luck or fate would have it both were purchased by
the same new-age Philadelphia based firm, thereby creating Avcom-Ramsey Inc. Without John
and without Andy, the new owners found it diff icult - impossible, actually - to continue the
sales success that each had independently enjoyed. Sales fell, so the new owners combined
the two operations into one physical facil i ty and quite predictably cutting costs was not the
right answer to reviving lagging sales. Eventually this led to cutting way back on advertising,
SF included. Their future is at best undecided.

Patriot grew out of a combination of C-band businesses; Paraclipse for example and feed
designer ADL. Patriot bought out f irms that were privately owned, which individually did very
well during the C-band growth days but as the owners grew older and the markets changed
away from C-band, none of those bought-by-Patriot component parts was l ikely to ever again
be a market leader. Think of it as a corporate fire sale - old owners, ready to close the doors
and along comes fresh, new money to combine them with others of a similar nature.
Unfortunately when firm-founding owners leave, more often than not new owners have
neither the instinct nor stamina to make business adjustments changing market conditions
require.

Strong Aust/Phoenix Technologies is a mini-scale Australian version of all of this. Founder
Steve Phoenix six months ago created a business l iaison with cgmpetitor Australia Satell i te
Systems simply because there was no longer enough business for both to survive and the two
combined seemed like an appropriate pathway if either was going to stay in business. The
survivor in this case is Australia Satell i te Systems.

We'd l ike to believe these wil l be the last "adjustments" we can expect this year but of
course that is not true. Business, l ike time, marches on and often to the beat of its own drum.
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Resurrecting, rebuilding, proofing older dishes? New series begins SF#104.
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SatFACTS
MONTHLY

tssN 117+0779

is published 12 times each
year {on or about the 1 5th

of each month) by Far
North Cablevision, Ltd. This
publication is dedicated to
the premise that as we are
entering the 21st century,

ancient 20th century
notions concerning borders
and boundaries no longer
define a person's horizon.
ln the air, all around you,

are microwave signals
carrying messages of

entertainment, information
and education. These

messages are available to
anyone willing to install the

appropriate receiving
equipment and, where

applicable, pay a monthly
or annual fee to receive the
content of these messages
in the privacy of their own

home. Welcome to the
21s tcen tu ry -awor ld

without borders, a world
without boundaries.
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Free to take?
"We have a 3.6m solid satellite dish on tramework

suitable for setting on a solid foundation such as on top
of a hill or building. lt was originally installed by PacSat
lor our station at CTV. Now we have shifted oremises
and have this dish as surplus t0 our requirements.
Interested parties to peter.brown@ctv,co.nz.'

Peter Brown
lmpact of Sky NZ

'Rereading Novembar 2001 SF and note your
prediction that tenestrial aerial installs would drop by
50% in the first I 22 months after TV0ne. TV2 became a
part ol the Sky NZ satellite bouquet. In March 2003, our
terestrial installs from November 2001 had dropped
75%. This may be a factor ol our location, in the rural
countryside, but it sure has made an impact! lf only TV3
and Prime were FTA alongside TVOne and TV2, so that
rural viewers not able to atford Sky NZ could opt for a
self.owned ffA system, ws could simply change the
way we look at installing - from yagillogi t0 dish. But
hey, that's not how it is thanks t0 a tailure on the part of
Governmant to decree FTA should be free to air whether
on satollits or tenestrial!"

Paul Burton, [raipu Cable TV, Waipu, NZ
Worse yet . "Governmont" haa not given up yot on
the totally illogical plan to replace all (1,200-plus)
FTA tertertrial ironsmittors lyith digital DVB.T, A
now study group - anothor in what hopefully is an
endleor rerier ol propooalo. io scheduled to bring

tho lotost recomnrndotions to Governmont in
June. We can but hope eomeone with an open mind

and a good renra of tochnology will ghoot down
thir fooligh plan (oee our commont! in'At $ign.off',

prge 31 here).
SDSw.com?

"A year ago I could not pickup my copy of SF without
reading page after page about the S0Stv equipment that
uses l'band 1o link between a satellite dish and
secondary locations. Suddenly no mofe text and then no
more advertissments. What gives?'

William T., Papua New Guinea
What giver is a major expanrion of the equipment

line, adding 2.4GHz to the erioting l.2f[.band
region and the devalopnrnt of some nifty vidoo

aurvoillanco packrgor which piggyback Tll linking
wlth romote monitoring crpabilitiec. Some of thb
new equipnrnt ir now being Esta terted in Africr
and the Paoilic rnd whsn rva rre comfortable that
it haa no deoign or produc{ion problera. 8F will
illugtrrte how anyone who oellg and rorvicos

oatellita fV equipment can put their rkilb to work
relling rnd inrtalling eithar the 1.2 or 2,4 GHz

verrionr ae well.
LNBf compsrisons?

"There is a lot of chatter about 'which' LNB| is 'best'

and how you dstormine this for yourselt. Can SF help?"
Craig Sutton, NZ

We crn and in fact plrn covorago of thir ohortly.

Getting the message. Following our
SF "Coop's Comment" for February, both
Foxtel and Austar have begun including
messages within their monthly guides
warning, " The subscription television
industry is getting seinus abuut the theft of its seruices through phated equipnent
and thlse invnlved are starting t0 get the nessage" {Foxtel Guide March, pages
76-77, 106-107; Austar Guide March, page 1 16). The quickly-prepared
advertisem€nt includes the messagg " Piracy is a crine incuning penahies 0f up t0
$60,500 and 5 years imprisnnnent" and ends with the tag line, "To report piracy
activity callthe ASTqA Anti-Piracy Hotline (1800 428 88&."

RAI GA on As2? A text message appeadng in early March 0n RAI.TV within the
European Bouquet advised viewers, " this senice will shortly becone cnnditinnal
access." Assuming this message did not migrate to the As2 feed in enor (in which
case it is not true), this would be a malor change in the "constitution" 0f the
European Bouquet as all msmbors now using this platform odginally agreed it would
nevsr-ever become a pay service.

"Freevie1,l," growth. Any positive sign that gly form 0f DVB-T (digital video
broadcasting terrestrial; using terrestrial transmitters and VHF as in Australia 0r UHt
as in UKI is showing signs 0f growth is an encouragement. Whsn ITV Digital went
bankrupt last May, future of Bdtish convsrsion fmm 1930's style analogus to 21st
century digital seemed p00r. Now that ITV 0igital transmission licenses have been
reissued t0 BBC, and "the Beeb" is heavily promoting 99 pound digital set.top box
under marketing nems 0f "Frgeview" sales have shot out 0f sight. At peak, ITV
digital boasted 1.2 million homes and BBC reports they have now regeined lost ITV
viewers and toppsd 1.4 million homes. Success is however spotty; large segments
of UK are beyond DVB.T transmitter rsach, and a high percentago 0f those inside of
predicted coverago ars unable t0 locate signal even with expensivo rooftop aedals
(see p. 31 here). When UK Sky's satsllitB homgs, satsllite fed cable homes and
Freeview are summed, more than 15,000,000 UK homes rsmain without digital
service.

BVltl Holland t0 Australia-Nz? GlobecastlMediaSat transponder 0n 12.33683 Vt
reported t0 be adding another {initiallyl FTA ssrvice within next 90 days; BVN,
export packags of Outch TV from Holland. The Outch service had been widely
courtsd t0 bsc0me a pertner in the struggling European Bouquet MUX but was
unabls to justify the going.in and maintsnance costs demandad. Also reported-
Hungarian Duna TV is scheduled for transmission 0n sama MUX, initially FTA (30
day start.upl and then available using lrdeto2 fonnat as a subscription servics.

South African Porn. Malor furors in RSA concsming Spain-odgin "Don't Panic"
explicit sox sorvice sharing an Afdcan PAST beam with local.provider Multi0hoice.
Set'tops for MC function with Don't Panic by removing normal smart card and
rsplacing with R2,000 (A$408) locally available card distdbuted by South Afdcan
sntropr€nsur. Multi0hoics's first roaction was t0 issue prsss rslaasss waming
people not to mess with decoders, until it was cladfied that MC sells their decoders
t0 consumors and has n0 lsgal control ovor how the STBs are used once sold. Then
Govsmment minister gavs visw that as ssrvice was not uplinked from RSA, nothing
could b0 done about it, RSA forbids explicit sex 0n the airwaves, including satsllite,
But only when programming odginates there. Noxt stop .South Afdca's courts.
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o Automatic Digital signal mea$urement.
. Simultaneous view of Seven channels.

. Spectrum Analyser with variable Spans,
MAX, MIN, FRDIZE and Dual markers.
o Auto Carrier to Noise fatio mea$ure.
. 50 memory 7 programltataloggen

R"
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l2 Kitson St Frankston VIC 3199
Tel (03) 9783 2388 Fax (03) 9783 5767

e-mail: info@laceys.w
Branches in Sydney, Ulversrone and Voolgoolga

DaTuMl0
Ibrrestrial
Digita,l and
Analogue
Television

fnstrument

DaIuMl0 is a new hzmd held I 'V Sisnal l,g'el rneter.thrrr
neasures 45 to 860 Mtlz Analogue and Di$tai, COlrl)M arrd
QAM. The signal levels of any 7 channels can bc shorvn
simultaneouslv in the nerv histogran function. Spectnrnr
Analysis'and Lxpanded Spectrun with 2 Markers enable a
broad range of detailed :md speci'alised mcasurenrents to lle
rnade. A moulded rugged Rubber Holster protects thc
I)aThm10 against knocks and falls. 

'Ihe 
kerpad has bccrr

designcd for use even in humid and dush enrironntents and a
Pulse Encoder knob speeds function selectiol.

It detects Digital from An.aloguc, autonratic,allv adjustitrg
the signal level read to Di$t.al Chzurnel pou'er and tunirrg b thc
centre of the ch,annel. Measureurents include Sign.al Ler,el,
D.C.P, Carrier to Noise Ratios, Vision to Audio Ratio, .and llir
Error Rate estination, The graphic LCD can be read in
darkness or davlight. Clear Menus guide the user through
frmctions which include mast or line amplifier pou'ering arrl
Data Logging, DaTirMl0 ernplovs precision signal level
detection circuitry (supcrior to AGC detcction) that rcliablr
measures signals as rveak a.s ZOdllprV and protitles peak rnd
Average dctectors.

Intern'al lrli-MII batterv life can be extendcd tvith
optional external batteries and thc instrunent can rccharge
whilst still being used front the nuins swjtch nrode potver
supplv included or 6V DC.

DaThM 10, cxciting instrumentation that needs ncither a
mofigage to buy it or a sherpa to carrv it. o200.J t.rcels.n.



Signal strength verrug aignal quality
'l havs been experimenting with various LNBf devices

on a 60cm dish and came down to a pair which seem
overall to be 'best' of the lot. However, there are
significant diflerences between them which I cannot
comprehend. One produces a signal level of 75% with a
signal quality of 53%. The other produces a lower signal
level (60%) but a signal quality of 82%. Which one is the
'hest', and why?'

PB, NZ
Signal strength is the measuremont of the astual
rignal level delivered to the receiver from the
LilBf. ll the dB (decibell gain of the U{Bf is low

(such as 40dB rrther than say 551 there will be less
"signal rtrength" on tha displayed rcale.

Convenely, you can add dB of Lt{Bl "amplifier"

system gain by adding a post or inlim anplifier
between the LilBf and the reGriver. Unfortunately.

what the receiver "segs" and moasureg ir a
combination of both signal and noise. An Lil8f urrith

a high amourt of gain and an above average
amount ol internal noise will create a higher

"signal level" reading rimply becaure the sum of
the high gain and the noire generated within the

LIIB| is greater. The receiver ig unable to
determine how much ol the "signal voltage" ie
pure signal and how nnrch ie "lilBf generated

noise." Which brings u8 to signal "quality." 0nce
the digital data strsam has been corrected and
intarogated, what the reeiver now sess is the

"bit error rats" - that is, how much of the original
eignal stream has been "lost" due to corrupting
noisa. Corruption of the data stream, by noige or

other factors, reduces the signal quality even if the
indicated signal "level" appearr high. lf the noise

is bad enough. you could in theory have 1 00%
signal level and 0% signal quality. So which is best
. more "signal levsl" or "more signal quality?" The
answer ig obvious - more qualiiy sinco this is the

final meagurement before you sse a picture on the
8Cr8en,

0irty dish?
"Whal is the sate way to cleanup a dish which has

fungus, mildew, stains and lots of dirt on it? | notice the
stulf 'growing' on the rear does not look like the crud on
the front (reflectivel surface."

Avery B, 0ueensland
Fungal growth can be only surfaco oleaned with

a heavy duty oleaning agent, Your local hardware
store will stock such a liquid for purposes of

cleaning metallic roofe and industrial orea wallg.
We find that disoolving ll2 litre ol solvent with 3

litrer ol warm water, and then adding 1 lirre of
chlorine bleach io a good mixture. The cloaner does
cleaning and takes the rurface layer of the fungel

growth oll allowing the chlorine to then attack and
disrolve thir yukky otuff. Apply with a soft bristle
(never a metallic hiotle!l brush and have a thicl
oponge handy to scrub with. When you are done.
use a hooe and rinse the lull dirh surface to carry
the junk away. Ths rear of dish stufl, pointing to
the south. ir rimply more lungal than dirt as the

run spends far less tima ahining thoro than on tho
front. A cleonsd dish can then bs painted with a

llot (not ssmi and never gloss!) non.motollic
ontdoor paint suitable lor either your aluminium.
oteel or fibreglars dirh material. Keep the paint

sutfaca thin ..025mm ie recorunsnded.

UPDATE

I MARCH 1 5, 2003 I

Dreambox tests. A learning
curve here-this item is much
clossr to a PC than any set'top
IRD before it. Designed first and
foremost for Europe, the test
version SF received refused
initially t0 take single frequency
L0 (such as 1 1.300) having
software that is built around
the universal LNB platform.
And that also shoots down C-band testing. Not t0 worry; we have the tactory's
attention and are working our way through step by step s0 that whsn we do review
it, and report here, it will be instantly ready out 0f the box for Pacific region C and
Ku band use. Cafl our effort, "an adyanced EETA test." Call their effort,
"cl-nperating with us fully to nake the necessary adjustnents fu nnn-Eurnpean
use."

Tests conducted in ilew Caledonia during February indicate 1.2m offset dishes
intended for Ku service will in fact lock onto Cakrawarta's Indovision service 0n
S-band from 107.5E with a 1 dB headruom margin. Cakrawarta grey market
systems consisting of NDS format recsiver, S.band l-NBf and one year "Gold" level
subscription currently runs in US$1,300 range pdmadly through Indonesian sources
who consider this an "export item pnfit making venture." No- don't contact SF for
names 0f folks involved in this export business! (Step one: locate someone from
Indonesia in your area.)

Bug in SEGA2 cards discovered. ltalian satellite enthusiasts have discovered a
bug in the latest MediaGuard smart cads. The new version MediaGuard encryption
system, better known as SECA2, is named after the French developer "Societe

Europeene de Controle O'Access." The bug allows t0 change Date, PPUA {Program
Provider User Address) and PBM (Program Bit Map) 0n the original smart card
turning it into a M0SC (Modified 0dginal Smart Cardl with full access t0 all
encrypted content. The PPUA is a 4 Byte long code, composed of 2 separate codes.
The first 3 bytes 0f the PPUA are called the Shared Address, tho lest byte of the
PPUA is the Customer Word Pointer. The PPUA is used to identify and address
SECA's smart cards. The PBM is an 8 Byte long code handling the possible pngrams
that can be viewed. lt works like a Matdx 0r table and gives conditional information
to the CAM {Conditional Access Module} as to which channels have begn subscribed
t0 and may be viewed. Canal+ New Caledonia broadcasting via lntelSat 701 in the
Pacific region uses Mediacuard {SECA) t0 encrypt their PayTV content. MediaGuard
encryption Version 1 was in the news when French Vivendi Group claimed that
Rupert Murdoch's N0S hat cracked thoir encryption and intentionally put on the
lntemet to harm their business.

Tracing the smart card. lrdet0 Access claims new patented system using
"fingerpdnting" sxecuted by smart card when CA service is initially received, making
it possible t0 trace backwards any video tapelDvD copies 0f copyrighted material to
the particular card where it began.

launch reminders: AsiaSat 4 to 122E from Cape Kennedy scheduled "before end
of March"; InSat 2E to 83E between 15 March and 15 Aptil. 0ptus Cl still not
known.

$
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AT90S851 5A*EE?ROM24C256
The smartcard with a fast
AT90S851 5A and an extra biq
EE?ROM24C256.
11,50 €
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MasterCRD 2 LCD

8o,- €

Ylgi:.Yq9yr:The original Magic Module!
Free programmable P€MCIA-Module rvhh
integral card-reader as ISO-Norm.
. 5v PC-Card with 3,3V €hip-technologie

Tliflt tverV low thermat producing)
r ARMT Prozessor 3O MHz
.256k RAM,2MB tlash
. 68 pin PCMCIA-<oonector

Usage for:
- smancard-reader and writer for laptops
such as for Gslu{ard utilities and also
prozessor cards off all types

- e-rnail-cryption and secuirity over smartcard
- password controlls to your laptops

199,- €

discount

MM Programmer
Also required is the programmer
to prograh the Magic cam.

29,- €

Spefkation: 100% compatible to all cards sold by us, and also
most oth€r universal types of 5mart cards.
- Mkro processor controlled, with qtr newert applications from
software programmer is (ontrolled and wo*s fullv automati(!

- Compatibility to almost all Prqrammer software {if necessarily)
everything over a press touch key switchabh!

- Mode Display over one LCD disslay and trwo LED5.
- Specifkatiom to modes: se€ MasterCRD 2l

700,- €

MasterCRD 2
Spefication: 100% tompatible to all <ards soH by u1
and algo most other universal types of smart cards,
Modus 0 = 5,00 Mhz (SmartCards)
Modus 1 = 3.57 Mhe (SmartCards)
Modus 2 = Pic-Ludi {Goldwafer 1 & 2, et(J
Modus 3 = Pic-EEPROM (Goldwafer 1 & 2. etc.)
Modus 4 = Atmel Mode (Jupiter 1 & t, Funrard, et .)
Modus 5 = i{tmel EEPROM (lupiter 1 & 2, Funcard, etc}
Modus 6 = (hipCard (GSM, phone-cards, etc)
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- Power supply is connected inside to your pc
- Mount€d on a metal sprayed qrey surface,
tor sliding into your 5par€ disk tloppy section,

- Mi(ro proceisor (otrtrolled, with ou] newest
applications from software programm€r is
contolled and $rorks fully autometi(!

- Compatibility to almost all programmer
software (if necessarily) everything over
a press tou(h key switdtable!

MasterCRD 2 PC
- Conoectiofl over R5232 flat cable

1450 {

MasterCRD LC
This is basically the MasterCRD 'l whhout a CNC
formed casing.
- Compaiibility to almort all Programmer software
(if necessarily) over a presi tou(h key swhrhable!

- Modes see f*astercRD 2 (exception is mode 6]

50,- €

Plcl 6F875_EEPROM24(1 28
Smartcard with an extra bic
EEPROM24C128 and PtC16F876.
For the price look at our
fomepage please.

SANDY
The smartcard with the tast
AT90S851 5A and EEPROM24C64
in a hot Sandy design.
,6,- e

4T90s851 5_EEPROM24C64

An}os8s15_EEPROM2AC1Z8 : : : "
The smartcard \iwh s fast AT90S85ISA;
and an extra big EEPROM 24C128.

ffi 

prcr6ra4A EEpRoM24Lc64 

W 
frcl6i876_EEpRoM24c64N



Smaller. better. more versatile

Strong's 4800 ll
has some unusual skills

Price, performance and distributor/importer backup should
be the three primary decision making elements in your
selection of a digital set-top box for yourself or your
customers.

Price? "Cheap" is OK if the performance is equal to more
expensive units, and - this is the important one - you have a
direct line to the distributor which has proven itself "in the
business for the long haul." No decision should be made on
price alone.

Performance? This is tougher to quantif because the trend
in Korea (and to a lesser extent, Taiwan) is to create
market-specific receivers which do what the majority of the
consumers in that geographic area want it to do. There areo for
example, some wonderful examples of receivers in the
European marketplace, originating at the same factories as
similar - but not identical - units intended to be sold into Asia
and the Pacific. But if the receiver only has software to accept
"Universal LNBs" - for example - you won't be using this IRD
on C-band and you may find it difficult to program for even
Aurora. The Dreambox in its European confil;uration is a
prime example of this (see p. 4 here).

Distributor longevity. Nobody, no firm, lasts forever. Not in
this business (see p. I here). A one or even two-year warranty
is pretty enticing but if the distributor or OEM source goes out
of business or ceases to deal with a specific supplier, where
are you when the SMPS quits working? Out on a limb because
the warranty is suddenly worthless if there is no way to get
service work done.

Strong Technologies Pfy Ltd. (not to be confused with
Strong Aust Pry Ltd - see p. I here) is more than an Australian
branded importer; it is a direct link to the "Strong" brand
name, owned and operated by the Middle Eastem firm that
actually designs and holds contracts for the manufacture of the
Strong line of products. The difference here is significant; a
distributor switches brands
when it suits management;
Strong is "strong" forever
and a receiver such as the
4800 Il is simply the latest
in a sizeable series of
products bearing that
factory-original name.

The SRT 4800 II is a
common interface digital
receiver capable of
producing high quality
pictures and sound from
Aurora, 83 LIz, Canal-Plus
(1701) and the full C-band
world visible in your town.
It does not care whether
the incoming sigral is
NTSC or PAL, allowing

SRT 48OO (11) is small in size, l ight in weight, and
designed to acc€ss with an appropriate CAM + card

the services you want.

you to set in software commands a PAL (or other) output

ll Terrestrial TV antenna "in"; 2l UHF temodulated output ({ormat and ltequency
software selectedh 3l Audiolefu 4l Audio right; 5l Video;61 digital audio (outl; 7f
TV SCART; 8l AuxlVCR SCART;91 Low sped seilal port (RS232l for downloading
new software; 101 LNB input (power here software selected lor LNB operationl;
I I | lNB looped output (t0 feed onwatd to 2nd teceiver. $pectrum analyserl; 1 2l
Skew control voltages for resetting antenna feed polarisation; l31 0 or l2V DC

voltage used for switching between LNBs from receiver software controls

format without resp€ct to the incoming standard.
For CA (conditional access) services, you select an

appropriate CAM (conditional access module, such as the
2.06 for Optus B3 Hz or 2.09 for Optus 83 Aurora), and select
one of the two (2) CAM slots on the front to slide the device
into the receiver. An appropriate authorised smart card then
slides into the selected CAM: 2.09 for Aurora is an
illustration.

The 4800 (II) is a mature product with several years of
pre-model history . What it does is precisely what you would
expect a mature product to do. It works and very well at that.

"Fully compliant with MPEG-2 and DVB standards"
indicates the receiver has followed the intemationally accepted
digital encoding (as opposed to digital encryption) formats;
any telecast service using the standard will load and play. And

for those that don't follow
the standard?

"Manual PID control"
which indicates that
services such as lmparja
on Bl Hz can be loaded by
going to a PID entry menu
and entering the relevant
(SF listed) numbers.

"Integrated common
interface" means that
when the receiver is
equipped with a suitable
CAM product, any
authorised card supported
by that CAM will result in
CA (conditional access)
reception. There are two
CAM slots in the receiver;
you could equip for 83



Oporrtional Parameters
The SRT 4800 ll is a wideband L-band receiver covering the frequency
range 950-2150 MHz. This means any LNB that ourputs within this

frequency range can be accommodated by the receiver's DVB {S}
compliant software. The receiver requires an input signal level in the
range of-65dBm to .25 dBm. A 50 dBw footprint received on a 60cm
dish will typically produce.rO t0 .50 dBm signal level through a 1 dB
noise figure, 55 dB gain [NB. The 40 dB "window (.65 to .251 covers
the nominal range of signals which one anticipates in both C and Ku

band seruice. The receiver will demodulate any symbol rate (SR)
between 2 and 45 Msps; this covers the range of all known video

transmissions in the Pacific ineluding the Measat Astromux package
using a Sr of 41.500. Megasymbol rates reflect the "bandwidth" of

the incoming signal. Nanow bandwidths, typically carrying only a single
video (+ companion eudiol channel generally fall below Sr 7,000

(7.000). Single video channels with two 0r more accompanying audio
channels (such as 7th Day Adventist PAS.2 service) generally have a Sr

in the 6 to I region. Two or three video channels within a single
multiplex (mux) typically have a Sr in the region of 10(.0001 l0 13(.0001
and as more video channels are added (or video plus audio as in the case

0f the PAS-8 Taiwan muxl the symbol rate is increased. Muhi.video
channel symbol rates directly reflect either the present.day use ol a

multiplex or the plans of the uplinker to add more video channels in the
future. There is a maximum number of video (plus audiol channels than
can be accommodated with any symbol rate (Srl. And there are trade

ofIs.
The greater the "resolution" or "quality" of a single transmitted

channel, the greater the bandwidth it requires. For example, a HDTV
(high definition televisionl signal, 1080 lines of resolution (lines on the

screen with image material| may require a symbol rate of nearly
19(.0001 for just that one programme channel. However, as Fashion TV

and others have demonstrated, acceptable quality video can be
produced with lower resolution (definitionl with symbol rates as l0w as
2(.500). lf the transmitted infomation is heavily "compressed" (most of

the inrricate detail eliminated before transmission), the 19(.0001 sr
requird for a single HDTV programme can be utilised for as many as 7

{+} Fashion TV quality programme channels.
Transponder "space" (bandwidth within the satellitel is s0ld in
increments of symbol rate "space." A transponder with a fixed
transponder bandwidth, such as AsiaSat 35 and 27 MHz per

transponder, can be sold t0 one user who in turn can create some
maximum amount of symb0l.rate "bandwidth' for that transponder.

And the user in turn determines how much actual symbol rate t0 assign
to each programme channel in the mux {multiplerl based upon the
requirements ol that channel. Television programming with "fast

action" {sporting events, high.action special effect moviesl have
dramatic sudden changes in the image on the screen . each such change
requires a higher symbol rate t0 process than say a static yideo image

such as a test card.
The SRT 4800 ll like all quality receivers must correctly interpret the
"data slream instruction" for each programme channel accessed, and
recreate the image 0n the screen based upon those instructions. The
SRT 4800 ll has a maximum data rate of l5M bit/s (megabits per
secondl which means that while it cannot process a HDTV signal

requiilng l9M bitls Bxactly as it was transmitted. it can handle any
DVB-S compliant video (+ audiol transmission.

The weakest link in most DVB-S receiving systems is the television set
0r video monitor connected at the end of the line. The lowest resolution
image will eome when you utilise the receiver's in-built UHF modulator
for connection to a TV set. The highest, in the case of the SRT 4800 ll,
will occur when you go into a suitable video monitor using the SCART.

and another of your choice, such as Intelsat 701's French
Canal Plus bouquet (each supported by its own card).

It does more: Child lockout features, Teletext decoding, and
full dish mover control using the DiSEqC 1.2 format software.
We found the on screen guide fairly easy to follow (one test
we always do is leave the written manual closed and attempt
to get the receiver playing without reading a word of
instruction). In fact, while we had no trouble loading and
playing a host of services, the manual tums out to be one of
the best we have seen. There is only one major fault - like so
many manuals it assumes the reader has prior experience with
digital set-top boxes (as in the reader being an installing
dealer). And it jumps from consumer friendly instruction to
dealer-knowledge-required instruction without warning. This
continues to be a diffrcult challenge for manual writers. The
manual also neglects to show how the receiver is connected to
a dish mover system which could cause some confusion for
those first-time users of the receiver.

Of particular interest to some readers is the ability of this
receiver to access, with an appropriate CAM and card,
services such as Zee TV's As3 bouquet. Zee uses an Irdeto
format CA package and the cards required are generally
available "on the street." With a 2.09 (or 2.06\ CAM
installed, we are told (but cannot say from test experience)
that a Zee card will lock and load the As3 services. Zee,s
Australian-intended service through MediaSat/Globecast is
Irdeto 2 format, which means there are no "street cards"
available to the best of our knowledge. However, original
cards as issued by the provider should play here without
difficulty using a 2.06 CAM.

Strong is attempting to walk a "narrow line" with this
receivero not anxious to anger the folks who are in the CA
business (such as Irdeto) while at the same time desiring to
appeal to the legitimate as well as slightly-grey consumers
who want a receiver that does a specific purpose that suits
their television viewing needs. "Slightly-grey?" Folks who
live, for example, in NSW or Victoriq who have a direct
culfural interest in Zee TY programming, but who for various
personal reasons want nothing to do with the
MediaSaVGlobecast homosenised version of same.

Good marks: Speed. sensitivity, ease ol menu use, low heat build-up
(30w maximum power consumptionl, step.by.step manual dialogue,
ability t0 handle two CAMs and therefore two separate 8A formats

Not so 0ood marks: Initial confusion with remote control functions even
while reading manual for assistance, failure of manual to explain steps

for downloading new software

Remember that Strong Australia Pty Ltd is a Melboume
based office of an intemational firm with significant monetary
and engineering resources headquartered in the Middle East.
And that Australia is a "by-product market" for the firm,
which apparently produces significant revenue and has a large
base of customer loyalty with people'who live in the Middle
Eastern region. All of this says, correctly, that you are dealing
"with the source" and as such, you can expect a higher level of
customer satisfaction for this particular product than you
might experience through a traditional importer.

The 4800 II is a significant product with a pedigree that
makes it a serious contender for your dealer/installer
commitment. Strong Technologies fty Ltd at Unit 2, l-3
Westpool Drive, Hallam, Victoria 3803 (Australia). Telephone
(+) 6l-3-8795 7990 and fax (#) 6l-3-8795 7991.
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Another "how to" senes

Programming and reading

#iE
of emulator cards

A couple of issues ago, SatFACTS introduced you to the
different smart cards used in the conditional access business.
We also discussed non standard, so-called emulator cards.

Today I would like to show you how these cards are
programmed or their content is read back. There are two
different sorts of emulator cards; the PIC based ones and the
AVR based ones. Let's recall: the PIC based ones are the
Goldwafer (GW) or Goldcards as well as the Silvercards
(DS9). Other PIC variants include Greencards and Blue cards
but they do not play a major roll.

The AVR controller based cards are the Funcards in various
memory steps ranging from a 24C64 EEPROM up to a
24C1024 EEPROM and are called Funcard I to Funcard 5.
SaIFACTS did explain that the Operating System or "code" is
programmed into the programmable lC (CPU) and the data is
stored in the external EEPROM.

I
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The example shows a PIC 16F84 of a Goldwafer with

external EEPROM 24LCI6B.
The big difference between the two groups of smartcards is

how the external EEPROM is progtammed. Unfortunately the
external EEPROM of a Goldwafer smartcard canNOT be
directly programmed; so a trick is used to access this
EEPROM through the PIC.

"Through the PIC" means, that a "loader" needs to be
programmed into the PIC which streams the data to the
EEPROM. This loader is only used for this purpose and later
overvvritten by the "real" Operating System (OS) of the
smartcard. Again, very unfortunate is the fact that if someone
would like to read the content of a PIC based smartcard, the

ftis R!,! t!! iILlfF t*.En I!

controller's OS needs to be overwritten by a loader and is
therefore lost; thus if you don't know what OS is used, the data
file of that EEPROM is not. of much use if you wanted to
make "clones" of that particular smartcard!

Operating System and EEPROM data addressing have to
match. One can NOT use a PIC OS from author A and
combine it with a data file from author B as the addressing is
most probably shifted to the needs ofthe particular author of
the OS.

Sellers of Pay TV emulator cards make use of the fact that a
PIC's EEPROM cannot be directly addressed and actually
wam their clients with a label on the smartcard (above).

We have been offered one of these emulator cards for
testing. and preparing this report. This card contained data ofa
popular Asian bouquet and was claimed to be auto updating;
in other words it did not only contain the monthly Public Keys
(Session keys) but also valid Provider Identification (PPUA)
and Private Keys (Master keys) of a subscription card.
Therefore the emulator card is updated over air like the
(original) subscription card and will be working as long as the
subscription is paid for. Many people would falsely call this
emulator card a "clone"; falsely because a true clone is made
from an old / former / expired genuine subscription card and
notjust data copied onto a GW or DS9 card.

I wondered why the tested card's seller was using a fairly
expensive Silvercard for a one-provider-only emulator card.
The cheapest PIC 16F84 based Goldwafer would have done
the job and therefore expected some kind of a trick when
looking deeper into the card. I read the external EEPROM and
not to my surprise, it was empty! The cheeky author was
"hiding" the subscription data in the code (CPU's Flash RAM)
so that 99.9Yoof all people who try to read or copy the card
would destroy the content of the Flash as the "Warranty Void"
label suggests! Let me state the content of the intemal
EEPROM here so that the author, should he read this article,
knows that I did, in fact, read the complete (!) card:
RPIC2RD20d.... so... it is possible to take hurdles.

EEPROMs of Funcards are also programmed "through" the
CPU, but with use of the OS itself (no loader needed). The

I  ;  ' t5
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This report and the two fol lowing reports have been researched and prepared by

SaIFACTS contributing Technical Editor Rolf Deubel, Capetown, South Africa
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Funcard's CPU Flash RAM is big enough to allow an
addressing system to be built into the OS and a programming
file in .crd standard (like a batch handler in good old DOS) is
used to program the EEPROM in Phoenix mode (simple
6MlIz serial programmer).

Once the OS is programmed into the Funcard, the EEPROM
can be accessed (written and read) without the Flash having to
be rewritten ever again! This allows editor programs to be
used e.g. ISVEdit which reads and writes directly to the
EEPROM making use of the built in addressing system of the
ATMEL AVR OS.

PIC based smart cards and AVR based smart cards need
different programmers. The difference is in the hardware and
determined by the specific programming routines for the
controllers (CP[D. In a future edition SaIFACTS will
introduce you to the various hardware progftrmm€rs; today we
are going to handle some software for programming smart
cards.

Most of the programmers do come with specific software
when purchased but there are very good "generic" programs
available from the Internet which are very easy to use and
worth while trying out.

If one does use Goldwafer only, most probably the best
solution is a program called "Chipcat" currently published in
Version V2.3 which also works in Windows XP environment.
This easy to handle programmer software does not give any
problem nor did it ever fail when we tested smart cards. When
a problem occurred during our tests then it was because of

faulty virgin smart cards, wrong programming voltage or
wrong device selection on programmer (hardware) but never
from Chipcat itself. Should you want to start experimenting
with smart cards, we definitely recommend this nice little
piece of software.

Another progftm worth to be mentioned is Cardwriter in
current version V1.87. This piece of smartcard programming
software has many more features not necessary needed by
beginners but still the program is worth "playing" with. It
supports not only the most common PIC based smart cards but
also Funcards, Funcard "Mega"o MOSC (modified original
smart cards) and has a built in ISV (Irdeto SECA Viaccess)
editor ready to be used! Cardwriter V1.87 is the most versatile
of all smartcard programming software and freely available on
the Intemet

If one uses ready made HEX files to program the smart
card's CPU (compiled entirely in processor accessible
language), the settings for a PIC are most commonly already
"stored" in the file by the author. Here are the settings used for
a Goldwafer card:

Oscillator: XT, WDT: OFF, PWRTE: OFF, CP: ON
whereby CP : code protect which means that the write fuses
are "blown" so that nobody can accidentally or on purpose
read or copy the OS of that smartcard (see example waranty
void label, here). More or less the same applies for Funcards,
except there are two security level fuses and for maximum
security we advise to set both to be "blown" when
programming an AVR Funcard.
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satellite Equipments & Accessories one stop supermarket

$385.O0 Only Aston 1.05 Cam embedded
Best Value For lndian & French

(C-!a1d on Asiasat 3s & Ku band on lntetsat 701)
C & Ku band input, Di$EqC1.2, 3000 Channets,

Multi-Mode Auto Searching, 7-days EPG, plc, zone iniout
ARION 3300E digital receiver
C & Ku band inpul
PAUNTSC auto converter
>3000 channels
DiSEqC1.0/'1.2 control
TVA/CR Scart & RCA outputs
$240

C & Ku band input
PAL/NTSC auto converter
>3000 channels
Picture in picture EPG
DiSEqC1.0/1.2 control
TV /CR Scart & RCA outputs
$240
SPACE 2800 digital receiver
C & Ku band input
Fully auto Sat sarch
>4000 channels

Full range of C/Ku band satellite dish - panel & mesh, prime & offset, from 45cm to 3.6m
Full range of clKu LNBF - Dualoutput, one cable solution, clKu combination
Full range of actuator - From 12" light to 36,' heavy duty
SuperJack EZ2AOO Positioner & V-Box
2.4 GHzAV sender and Remote extender
RGO Cable and Motor cable
Full range of satellite accessories

All above price are excluding GST and freight charge. More discount for buck buyer

NextWave 2300F/C digital receiver LBC, ART, Al Jazeera Kit

Optus Aurora Kit
Humax 54102 Receiver
11 .3  GHz Ku LNBF
90cm dish (Foxtel App.)
Wall mount bracket
$600/set
Aurora card $105

Space 8800a (lrdeto embedded)
Receiver
PBI 5.150 GHz C-band LNBF'1.8m panel dish
$650/set
Subscription fee $30/month." Condition apply

Free to air kit
Including dish, LNBF, digital
receiver, etc.
Start from $3xx to $9xx

ChangHong 3600MF

HUMAX 54002 Receiver
lrdeto V2.06 embedded
Two common interface slot

o''ry $575
HUMAX 54102 Receiver
lrdeto V2.06 embedded

o"ry $475

SPACE 8800a Receiver
lrdeto V2.09 embedded
C & Ku band input
DiSEqC1.0 control
TV /CR Scart & RCA outputs DiSEqC't.O/1 .Z\Z2K control
$350 TV /CR & RCA outputs

$1 60

rH'S MONTH SPECIAL
18" SuperPowellackActuator 550.00 (incrudingGsr) SPACE (PSl) 2.3m lrlesh Dish.Sl80(incruaingcsr)

Come To Us For Your Besf Deals
Melbourne Sydney
Level One, 358 Whitehorse Rd. T4 parramatta Rd.
Nunawading Homebush
Phone: (03) 9878 7026
Fax : (03) 9894 4888

Phone: (02) 9746 6866
Fax : (02) 9746 8878

Major lmporter ln Australia



Freedom ofthe press! (?)

How Germany's 'PC Direkt' exposed
lrdeto's encryption secrets of Premiere World

Conservative readers of SatFACTS monthly have expressed
their concern on our reports on pay TV piracy since pay TV
piracy became a new word in our modern world's dictionary.
In 1999 when SatFACTS reported about my "activities" in the
Southern Hemisphere and later followed up the proceedings
in Thailand, there have even been threats to jeopardise the
magazine's existence and to put pressure on the editor to stop
publishing these articles. In every article published, no matter
what the subject might be, there is some "educational

interest," one way or the other!
Publications also reflect interest ofhobbyists and the "lobby

behind them." Take for instance all the gun magazines in the
United States. You have the anxious people who don't even
want to speak out the word "gun," as frightened as they are,
and there are the conservative people, who link liberty and
freedom with the right to possess and carry guns. Now the big
question: "Is reporting about guw immoral"?

Let's change subject back to satellite business again and
have a look on related publications in other parts of the world.
I woufd like to draw your attention to a German magazine
"PC Direkt" which in October 2001 ran an article "So

knacken Prolis Premiere World" which freely translated
means "See how the professionals crack Premiere World."
Premiere World was Germany's Pay TV provider which went
"belly up" mid 2002 due to mismanagement within the Kirch
Group of companies. This bankruptcy was not even closely

related to any so called "piracy activities" as one might
suspect, although Premiere, on paper the successor company
of Premiere World. claimed in a statement in late 2002 that
there are an estimated 1.5 million unauthorised Pay TV
viewers in "Premiere Land" (Germany, Austria and
Switzerland).

Leo Kirch, one of the "big three" media moguls in Europe,
next to Berlusconi and Murdoch, became rich when he bought
the movie rights for films like "La Strada" and others back in
1956.

The pay TV service of Premiere operates still today, now
under new management, less the ballast of un-resalable TV
rights (e.g. Formula One's Bernie Eccleston's Multi Million
US$ deal with Kirch, which Kirch was not able to utilise),
plus fresh funding from the state and an obvious in-house
slogan "Premiere World is dead, long live Premiere"l

PC Direkt got hold of a self claimed "Hacker" (name known
to SatFACTS) and published "his" instructions on l) How to
modift original subscription smart cards to "add value" to a
basic subscription (open all channels inclusive ofPPV Pay Per
View services; MOSC : Modified Original Smart Card) and
on 2) How to use emulator cards (see article on page 8 in this
issue) to watch all services for free. This information was so
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Better thlngs
through sclence.

11{ 2001 SDStv.com introduced the first L-band
television, audio and data low-cost transmission
system

11{ 2002 SDstv.com introduced the first L-band
"repeater" system to extend the useful range of a C

or Ku band dish
11{ 2003 SDStv.com plans to introduce the first

dual-band (1 .2 & 2.4 GHz) personal and business
full-fidelity wireless surveillance system

lF YCU lrnow and underctand
L-hand and 24 Gtlrz teolrnology,

you could etualify as an
authofrsed dealer and installer

of this exciting nerry ranoe of
equirrmenL

TEtL US about yourcelf, your business, and your aspirations for a better life through electronics.
All replies strictly confidential.

write (only) to: sDStv.com Ltd., Po Box 30, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand
mentioning "Interested Dealer" in your communiqud.



detailed and informative that for a layman it was as easy as
baking a cake by following the recipe in a cookbook.

No wonder that German police found at drug raids in
German schools 13 - 15 year old kids dealing in unauthorised
Premiere World Pay TV cards to finance their hobbies like
comput€r games and others; funny enough .... fewer drugs
were found in these raids and one wonders if this is to be rated
as a positive aspect or not!

Like the "resistance" to SaIFACTS publications there was
some reaction to PC Direkt's articles but other than you might
expect! The "Hackers" in an anonymous resolution wrote to
PC Direkt and gave their comments ranging from "absolutely

stupid" to "now we will see others also reporting about this
too." Perhaps, they were mostly upset that "their" secrets had
been exposed in such a commercial way.

Well... PC Direkt management couldn't care less as their
aim to increase profit margins crossed the "Break Even Point"
in such a way that they had to reprint this particular issue of
the magazine numerous times.

In March 2002 PC Direkt landed a second hit by publishing
"How to crack d-box2 encryption,"
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The devil at work: "Suggestive Headlines"
They virtually placed a little devil on the reader's shoulder
who always whispered in their ear "Cotne-on... you can do it,
tooo" "Try it out, it's easy," "Others can do it... so do it too!"

This time when the PC Direkt magazine hit the public, the
whole edition was sold out within three days of delivery to the
Kiosks (little street vending stands in Europe where you can
buy hundreds and hundreds of newspapers and magazines as
well as drinks and tobacco goods). Reprinted five times
already, there is still a "demand" for this "instruction book" on
pay TV hacking. And, SaIFACTS found copies offered on
Ebay, Germany's Intemet Auction House Online, at about
400o/o of the original selling price and believe it or not....
"Going, going ...Gone'- it still does sell well!

SaIFACTS tried to get these back issues directly from the
publisher, MrlU Business Publications, Munich, Germany but
without any luck (as I mentioned before). In issue 0312002
chief editor Thomas Jannot states in his editorial comments
that all of the "critically discussed issues about bypassing
codes...." are sold out and now available (only) as electronic
files in PDF format on CD which can still be ordered from
pcdirekt-abo@vnu.de. Paid service of course at a price of 10,-
€ inclusive shipping cost (currently about 20,- AU$). We at
SaIFACTS would like to offer our subscribers the opportunity
to go through these files and read these articles on request
(German only, but get a file translated on-line at
http:/iwww.systran.com).

To receive the files, send an e-mail to skyking@clear.net.nz
with PDF Files as subject and we will gladly reply to you with
the adequate file attached. We went as far as bidding for two
of the PC Direkt magazines to be able to bring you this article
and report "right from the horses' mouth." hint media /
publishers are not as fortunate as politicians who make
promises in their election campaigrr and after that never ever
listen to the public and their general interest again until the
next election comes up. The print media lives directly from
you, t}te readers, and we listen what you would like to read
about. This reflects daily newspapers and yellow pr€ss as
much as it reflects on us with our publications for hobbyists
and professionals. SaIFACTS does not condone publications
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PC Direkt's second publication was an instant winner!
This time they went even further than in tle first publication.

The same "Hacker" revealed all secrets of the d-box2, which
was supposed to be Premiere World's answer on Pay TV
piracy, LINUX Operating System of the d-box2, and again a
recipe book like instruction on "How To" do things to watch
Pay TV for free. The report consisted of six pages of fully
illustrated information with inhoduction of hard and software,
showing seriously detailed instructions on how to go on step
by step.

One page, which contained information on smartcard
programmers, even had a very naughty headline which
translates as "Program YOUR smsrt cards with this gadget."
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"This is how the professionals cracked the d-box 2" (left) explains three card options detail ing cracking thesystem. Step by step hardware and software combinations (right) took away,,all mystery."
like the one by PC Direkt nor do we encourage any illegal
activities. We do however encourcge our readers to learn
about-new technologies by reporting about them and giving
you the opportunity to access "information" that enhancei
your own skills.

After our reports about LINTIX being used in Satellite TV
STB (set top boxes) the "Mark Shuttleworth Foundation"
Cape Town South Africa (Mark Shuttleworth was the "First
African in Space" who made his fortune of over 20 million
US$ with the Internet), has encouraged CLUG (Cape LINTIX
User Group) to go ahead and apply for financial iupport of
equal projects regarding software development in LINTX
within South Africa. SatFACTS is proud to have helped
initiate this through our publications.

We do appreciate our readers inpul may it be verbal or in
writing or even input through number of sales and / or order of
sample copies of SaIFACTS magazine, as it shows us that
we've on the hack and have hit a sensitive nerve which attracts
your interest. Thank you for giving us the opportunity to
express the "Freedom ofthe press." (RD)
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FORGET THE REST

r//e All,veto^SR T 4 6 I 0 II
IS NOWAVAILABLE FROM YOUR

SZR OIVG DEALER INSTALLER.

FEATURES Exclusive
FTA 4000 Programmable channels
Teletext Decoder
Digital audio out
Picture in graphics
Electronic program guide
NTSC to Pal converter
DiSEqC 1.2
Data transfer between units
Upgradable from our Web site
Full factory waffanty and spares backup
C Tick approved for Australia and New Zealand
Polarizer and l2volt switch functions

See your STRONG Dealer for our complete range of satellite receiving equipment

. WWWWWWWW� ELECTROCRAFT 02 9438 3266 o wA NORSAT 08 9451 8300
. @@@@@@@@� NATIONWIDE ANTENNA SYSTEMS 07 3252 2947

o VIC STRONG TECHNOLOGIES 03 8795 7990 o New Zealand HILLS 09 262 3052

Internet: www.slrong-technologies.com - E-mail: admin@strong-technologies.com
Unil 2. 1-3 Westpool Drive, Hallam, Victoria 3803, Auslralia

Tel: +61 3 8795 7990 - Fax: +61 3 8795 7991
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.  4000 Prograntmable Channels

. Dual Common Interface Slots

. I)VB, MIrI i(;-2 Compliant

. CiKU tsancl

. SCPC/MCpC Reception

. 2-15 Msis S1'rnbol Rate

. Ltlop Through'Iuner

. Autttscan, Autoprogrant

. PID Insert ion

.  P ic ture In  ( i raphics

.  4  Dis i t  LED

. DiSF)qC 1.2

. 6;1 Universal LNI] Control

. Mechanical Polarizer Control

.  0 l12 V Flx ternal  S lv i tch ine

.  RS-232C Serv ice por t

. Upgrad:rble Software

. I)ata' l ' ransf 'er l letrveen Units

. ' l 'e le text

. Itllectronic Pnlgralnnre (iuicle 0,lp(;)

.  l )arenl : r l  Lock

. Auto Power l lack On

. PAL/Nl'S(l Moclulator

.  2 l - ( t9  tJHI , 'PLL Modulator

.  V( lR Loop- ' l 'h rough on Stancl_ l fv

.  Dig i ta l  Audio Output
'Auttt Voltage (A(l t t0-260v) SMIrS
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Stick it to the buyer ...

J250 thermoplastic (above), RAM',protected,'
(below) and case "Warranty Seal" at bottom.

RAMs do fail and this "protection" is incredibly

awards you with the SaIFACTS 2003 Sour Lemon Award and
also we will show our readers in a future issue "How to... " get
rid of this Viadeto@ pattie to be able to load not a patched but
legal version of LINI-X (TUX on HUMAX) onto your owu
propefty to enjoy maximum viewing pleasure.

"And so this kid comes into my home
and pours a can of cola into my lRD"

It is an open secret that HUMAX 54rx series STB are selling
like hot cakes and Samsung are definitely following closely
with their 9500 series satellite receivers.

The first is an Irdeto embedded system and the latter uses
Viaccess as basis for embedded DVB decryption. Both
receivers have been successfi.rlly "patched" in the past.
Patching means nothing else than reading the provided
firmware offthe STB and altering parts of it in a way that from
now on multiple encryptions can be decrypted by this decoder.
In some countries, patching is considered a violation of
copyrights and intellectual property laws, although one
definitely must hold in the "patcher's" favour that value is
added to the capabilities of the box when code is altered to
enhance the box value (see ruling of a Norwegian court on
added value on DVD software "hacking," published by
SaIFACTS in January and February issues page 2, whereby the
court ruled that "hacking" as charged by the Motion picture
Association of America was actually added value and
therefore was not prosecutable; a DVD player was modified
for use with a Linux operating system, an "added value" not
previousg available).

The HUMAX is wider spread and available in the AussiFoxy
region with its hBrdware Irdeto support on the mainboard,
whereby the Samsung is more Europe oriented but will
definitely find the Pacific French services very sociable to
establish its own fame in the Pacific.

Nevertheless both manufacturers have been under severe
pressure from the licence holders of the encryption system in
use and came up with the ultimate stupid method of trying to
prevent people from "adding value" to their own - after buying
and paying for it- set top box! The glue which has been used to
prevent the Flash RAM chips from being de-soldered and read
(see SaIFACTS issue November 2002) is now used by both
Korean manufacturers, HUMAX and Samsung, in such m
excessive way that the only expression I can use is "Technical

Sabot4ge!" The material used is a limited time thermoplastic
glue which, when not used correctly and carefully. will mutate
into a glass-hard substance and again when tried to peel off
will render the mainboard of YOUR decoder into computer
scrap in retum! Well done guys.... SaIFACTS therefore

stupid.
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TECHNICALTOPIX
Ignition noise

"My satellite dish installed towards roadside has interference
from passing cars. Would.vour SaIFACTS 'Hard-core Manual
T89404'help me get rid of it?" Bob Talur, Auckland

Ref 9404 - probably not as you vehicle ignition noise
interference at C (or Ku) band is a "special case.',

Hor,v special? Well, there are only t\,vo ansrvers.
ONE - and the most logical. is to relocate the reception

antenna so that it "sees" less of the traffic. Vehicles' igrition
(the petrol firing-igruting portron) generate an electrical spark
if significant intensity. This spark is rich in "harnonics" which
the vehicle's rviring radiates into the air as short distance but
powerful radio waves. Those radio waves interfere with the
reception.

Your dish antenna is or should be rejectrng the interference
because (hopefully) it is not pointing directly AT the traffic.
Above it is OK if above is ten or more degrees in elevafion. If
you are having this problem with a low look angle satellite,
there is only one solution - move the antenna so that it is (a)
further from) and / or (b) no longer pointing at or down a
traffic flow pattern.

Ifyour problem is with a higher look angle elevation signal
(such as PAS-2 or PAS-8), then I suspect the coarial cable
between the LNB(| and the receiver is in poor shape - either it
rvas too cheaply produced and has poor electrical shielding, or,
it has gotten old/nicked/cut or perhaps the F fitting at the LNBf
end is corroded (old, tamished by weather and oxidants) and
needs to be replaced.

For a start, replace the LNBf end F fitting. If you have
spliced the line from LNBf to receiver, consider replacing the
entire line or at least take the splices apart and redo the fittings
using a proper crimping tool to crimp the cable to the
connectors.

lf the line is not at least twin shielded (i.e. a tightly wrapped
aluminium foil covered with some sort of webbed woven
shield), replace it totall.v. If you do replace it, look for some
QUAD SHIELD cabie - with more than tw-o layers of
shielding. This cable rvill possibll,' require a totall,v different F
connector format than the one commonlv available.

In summary - either correct the pickup through the anterura
(LNBfl or eliminate it through the feedline/connectors which
are below standard.
d-box2 102

Background: Rolf Deubel has been assisting buyers of the
d-box2 to locate and load the appropriate software to make
their "toy" do the special things that only it is capable of dorng.
This is email text exchanged to that end.

"I have not found a Ingos versien that is lr Intel , thev all
seem to be 2x. Anyway, I have a AlexWxl_Baseimage ver
I 6 8 (18th Feb) It loaded, asks for IP to be set for the box,
Done that. Now it asks for the cdk. cramfs .. ..you spoke of this
and I ahvays wish I could record every'thing you say - mJ,
memory is lk sometimes. I downloaded a cdk.cramfs file (6.8
meg); is this a file for dual flash systems ?

"It says ....T.'iun per FTP cdk.cramfs nach / tmp und Ucodes
nach/ucodes hochladen OK

"If I hit OK . ....'Ucodes wurden nicht (alle) hochseladen
Bitte Pruefen'.

"I think this means:
"Now by ftp cdk.cramfs after/tmp and after Ucodes /ucodes

Ucodes high-load not (all) were high-loaded request
examining.

"Can you put this in better English ?
Rolfs answers:
";-) First a smiley. .. vou are doing rvell and you actually

have to go through all of this if you want to be a d-box2 Guru!
Now hrst to all that has to do lr'ith AlexW images!

A Baseimage is like a shell; it consists of ail major
instructions on horv the cramfs (Compressed RAM File
System) is handled and where what has to be stored! It is NOT
an OS on it's oq.n and therefore need the cdk.cramfs file to be
loaded "into" the shell.

"This is what happened to y,ou.... you loaded the Baseimage
and the Baseimage then requested the appropriate cdk.cramfs
which goes with it! Not to worry. . just look on the web for
the matching cdk.cramfs and load it into the d-box2 if 1'ou
really want to tr1 this OS out. Rernember that Baseimage and
cdk.cramfs are already compiled and I'ou are VERy limited in
actions vou can take..... the complete OS consists of a cramfs
and a jeffs the latter is fully accessible through FTp (read /
wnte) whereby the tirst is read only'! !! That is why - should _"-ou
wish to go deeper into the d-bor2 LINUX programming - 1ou
need to get ahold of the source and then lr'ork on the source
files (programmed rn C++).

81' the way.... the same above applies lbr the Dreambox as
well..... so it is definitely rvorth looking at itl I can give 1'ou the
dou.nload links for the sources. I
also have the sources for G-box uhich is a plug in as ).ou
certamly knorv. G-box (and anl' other emu plugins like
newcamd) are NOT part of BerliOS development and therefor
NOT supported b1'AlexW images.

Now secondly.... The Baseimages nor the cdk.cramfs come
with so called uCode (MicroCode). This uCode is Copvright
BetaResearch and therefore not openl1.' offered for dotnload.
A companl'like BerliOS can certainl-v NOT place it in images
provided for download on their web site. An-v guy urvolr,'ed
with d-bof has a collection of different uCodes in ranous
development stages as rvell as the C-Cube video drivers for the
glx and enri versions used. I nill malie 1'ou the CD I promised
to provide and include all the goodies so \rou can ,,plar',' a bit
more.

"The above also explains why the box didn't find the uCodes
it was looking for. Part of the uCodes rs a frle called
cam-alpha.bin u,hich is the softn.are CAM for the BetaCrypt
svstem used ur Germanv. You mav want to have a look at it
(into it ;-)) but may furd it prettl' useless as it expects all 1.our
smart cards used in the ongrnal card readers to be CAID 1702
ar 1722 (BetaCrypt DVB registered CAID) and even if 1.ou
should be able to modift it in a rvav that it u'ould nork rvith
normal lrdeto CAID cards i.e. 0600 it is definitelv worth less
than G-box which can now decrypt (100% working) all the
following systems: Irdetol, Irdeto2, BetaCrypt, SECAI,
SECA2, Viaccessl, Viaccess2, NagraVision. Conar,
Cryptorvorks. VideoGuard NDS)

So, why wory about the "old" original file (u.hich still
heeds to be present in cramfs for bootup)?
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Crossing streets
"I have a situation u,here in a CBD (Central Business

District) my company has leased building-top space for a
number of satellite dishes. We use these dishes to feed into a
fuli-building RF distribution system that begins near 50 MHz
and carries through to 2,100 MHz. Into this 2050 MHz of
cable bandrvidth we place off-air terrestrial analogue, off-air
terrestrial digltal, local FM radio (all on their original FTA
transmission frequencies) plus a variety of satellite received
packages. Some of these are analogue (received with analogue
receivers. demodulated to baseband video and audio and then
dropped into the system as analogue PAL signals tuneable by
either TV sets or through set-top cable-family tuning devices
on ne\.! cable-only channels), some are received as digrtal
signals from one of several satellites our building top dishes
intercept. and then fed at L-band through the cable network
(which consists of passives and active amplifiers) to in-office
installed standard L-band digital STBs.

"It happens that one of these serv'ice channels, a financial
ne$,s senice, is desirable in a building less than 300 metres
arva-v" but across a busy CBD street some 20+ stories below.
Option one is to demodulate the channel, convert it to
analogue, and 'squirt'it (perhaps on UHF) across the street 300
metres to a receiving antenna placed on the second building,
process that signal with CATV processing equipment and then
drop it into a second (not connected to the primary building)
cable distribution system.

"Another opfion is to talce the digital format L-band sigrral
from building one and process it u'ith a single
channel/transponder amplifier, and having done so, connect
this amplifier output to a L-band transmitting antenna and
squirt thrs across 300 metres of 20 story high 'space' to a
receiving antenna located on the second building. There it can
be reamplified as an L-band signal and dumped into the cable
distribution system (also 50 - 2100 MHz) which serves the
second building. All of this is to avoid having to urstall a
sizeable C-band antenna on building tno and processing a
satellite signal which consists of a single desirable and
financially important channel for secondary distribution in the
second building. Will this work?" (lnstaller, Sydney)

The ansr.ver here could well be the SDS.tv BDA amplifier. If
vou process the single transponder (call it 1250 L-band)
through a L-band processor, and return it at the output to 1250
MHz (which mirrors the input frequency), all other L-band
signals from that particular satellite will be elirmnated. At this
point only the 1250 centre-frequenq 27136 MFIz wide
fransponder remains. Connect this now to a BDA amplifier
and then feed it to a 6 dB gain SDS.tv directional logi antenna

rn'hich points from building one across the street to building
two. At building two, install a SDS.tu 2l dB gain "active vagi"
which will take the "squirted" signal at 1250 M[Iz and allow
you to dump it directly into a cable distribution network on the
original L-band frequency. The BDA at the transmit end can
be "powered" with a receiver that simply provides I SVDC bul
otherwise does nothing for the signal; the receive-side Active
Logi similarly would be powered with a satellite receiver
through a power injection splitter . The sigrral "loss" in 300
metres of air, betu,een'building "1" and building "2" will be in
the region of 40 dB which means the 33 dB gain BDA plus the
6 dB gain of the transmit logi plus the 2l dB gain of the
receive yagl will produce (33 + 6 + 2l) 60 dB of circuit garn
versus the 40 dB offree-space circuit loss; net result: +20 dBg
over lhe circuit" above and bevond what vou besin with at the
input to the BDA.
More - isnition noise

"Why when my neighbour uses his weedcutter or gasoline
engine propelled mower does my digital satellite reception
break up going to 'tiles' and generally disappearing? My
antenna looks across his property and this is especially
troublesome when I am pointed at AsZ or As3?" (LG, Sydney)

It is a subject previously covered. A gasoline engine
requires a spark to ignite the carburettor's mixture of fuel and
air. The spark is electrical, created by a coil ofwire driven by a
small electrical generator. The same principal applies to auto
and truck engines only they have more cylinders (spark plugs)
than the typically single cylinder law machine.

Sparks generated by the igmtion coil are 'square waves'
which means that generate a wide range of frequencies roughly
at harmonics of the original spark 'frequency'. A harmonic is a
replica of the origlnal spark, only it will be in a frequency
range capable of interfering with normal terrestrial radio and
TV reception.

When Marconi perfected the original radio transmission
system, he was using a very large version of the 'sparking coil'
forurd in pur neighbour's rveedcutter or lawnmower. His
'sparks', ke,ved and unkeyed using a Morse Code format, were
fed into a monstrous antenna which in tum radiated or sent
these sparking radio signals into space. A lawnmower or
weedcutter generates lhe same pulses as Marconi and the short
electrical wires that connect the sparking coil to the spark plug
act as an'antenna'radiating (transporting) the sparking ofthe
machine into the air around it.

The repetition rate of the spark is aligned to the RPM or
revolutions per minute of the engine. The more gas the
operator 'pours on'the faster the sparks fly and the more rapid
the spark discharges. Each spark is a pulse of radio energy,
rich in harmonics which extend well into the SFIF (microwave)
frequenq region. Thus a lawnmower or weedcutter located

j



however briefly below a satellite dish or wrthur say 100-200
feet of the dish 'sees' these sparks as interfering radio energy.
Digital TV transmissions are in particular very vulnerable to"sparking interference" and in fact DVB-T (tenestrial digital
TV) is even more prone to break-up than the satellite version
of digital.

One solution is quad-shrelded cable - more layers of copper
or aluminium shielding to absorb the sparking interference
before it reaches into the cable to the copper/copper coated
centre conductor. But that assumes the sparking enerry is
getting into your system at L-band (the frequency used
between your LNB/f and vour receiver) when in fact it is most
probably occurring at C (or even Ku) and entering your system
via the dish, feedhom and LNB/f input (rather than the L-band
output line).

F connector crimning
"I have read back issues of SF and wonder why you seem to

dogmatic about using a crimping tool which as you describe it,'is designed for the particular F fitting model you have in hand'." (Charles T. Tasmania)
Ahh yes, the old "when is an F fitting properly crimped" saw.

AJI fittings, F or otherwise, ile supposed to emulate
(duplicate) the "impedance" of the cable. If they do not, you
have something bad called an "impedance bump" at the point
where the connector and the cable "merge." An "impedance
bump" is a point where the nominal 73l75ohm RG6 cable
nreets something that is not 73175 ohms impedance and when
this happans, some of the energry being transported through the
cable literally 'bounces" - backwards back towards the source
(LNB/f) This energy is "lost" - it never reaches the receiver.

The only way to assure there is no "bump" is to make the
mechanical transition betlveen the fitting and the cable as"electrically searnless" as possible. That means the connector"folds gently into and around the cable's shield makins
electrical contact between the shell of the connector and thi
shield of the cable for the complete 360 degree circle.

A crimping tool forms the metal shell of the connector to the
cable shield. If the crimper is designed to create a "star"
pattem rather than a fully compressed circular pattem, the
electrical connecfion between connector shell and cable shreld

good

is in "spots" - 5 or 6 points rather than for
a complete cable-emulating circle. In the
drawing here, the left hand "circle" forces
the F connector shell to touch, electrically
connecl to, the lull wraparound shield of

o0
the cable. In the right hand "crimp" the

cable and shield touch together at only 6 points, resulting in
not only impedance bumps but opporfunities for water to leak
down into the fiaing as well. Neither is desirable.

So an improperly "crimped" or "sized" F fitting is more than
simply a nuisance: it disturbs the often very delicate
impedance transformation segment of a receive system which
introduces sigrral reflections on the transmission line. These, in
tum, raise the bit-error rate of the energv passing the
impedance "bump" by creating new. secondarv. signal flows
that bounce first backwards towards the LNB and then start
again down the line heading for the receiver - all at the speed
of light. Add to that the increased oppornrniry. for moisture
(raur, dew, bird crap) to "leak" into a fitting (because the fitting
is not tight) and you have multiple reasons for using the
correct fitting and the correct crimper at all times.

The SaIFACTS Parts Store
Pieces and parts which relate to prior articles detailing conversions of various d-box/Humax receivers

I

y' d-box2 stock, standard/not modified. you do
the  convers ions  (SF#101) .  US$b9g +  US$ZO a i r
sh ipp ing  (A$1137 a t  th is  t ime) .
'/ d-box? + LINUX + GBox Multicrypt plugin +
COM2 Board + EMU Plugin + preset for
Australia (for legal and ethical reasons, no keys
inc luded! ) ;  SF#1O1.  US$999 +  US$70 a i r
sh ipp ing  (A$1817 a t  th is  t ime)
y' Nokia 95OO-S (or equivalent) with BetaS
Antares patch installed, Australian settings,
FatCAM (ready to modify;  SF#97).  US$399 +
US$70 air  shipping (A$797 at this t ime).
y' Nokia 9500-S with ail gbOO-S (above) +
AMON4.3 CAM patch (SF#95/96/97).  US$499
+ US$70 a i r  sh ipp ing  (A$967 a t  th is  t ime) .
,/ Z-Board to patch 54xxZ (SF#98/991; US$195

y' COM2 Multicrypt board (specify which d-box2
model [brand] you wi l l  use with;  i .e.  Sagem, Nokia,
Ph i l ips ) ;  SF#101.  US$60 inc tus ive  o f  sh ipp ing
tA$102 a t  th is  t ime) .
y 'Flash RAM chip (d-box1) 1MB 29FBOO (SF#9b);
us$29(* )
y'  2MB RAM chip (d-boxl)  to upgrade RAM to 3MB
( S F # 9 6 ) ;  U S $ 2 5  ( * )
' /AC3 Dolby Digi tal  Ki t  for Nokia (SF#1OO); US$39
( * )
, /  AMON4.1 i4 .3  k i t  fo r  CAM (SF#97) ;  US$39 ( * )
y' MOLEX JP25O socket (Humax 54xxZl
(SF#98/99) ;  US$25 ( * ) .
y' Needle Set for Humax 54xxZ needle board
(SF#99) ;  US$40 ( . )
*  -  plus typical  US$5 per order air  postage fee

Howtoorder:  Visa or Mastercard only;  no cheques, cash. (1)Supply name as appears on card, 16 digi t
card number, card expiration date. (2) Supply ship-to name and address. (3) Fax (64-9_406_1Og3 _ thii is

maximum card security), or, mail information to "SaIFACTS, pO Box 33O, Mangonui, Far North, New
Zealand",  or,  emai l  to skyking@clear.net.nz sending two emai ls with card info broken up for securi ty.  Al l

orders are verified as accepted (or rejected) within 4g hours and shipping date advised. Note: d_box2
shipments require t ime for pr ior checkout pr ior to shipping as each order is t reated as' ,custom order. , ,



Bird Service RF/IF
&Polaritv

# Program
Channels

FEC Msym

Thm3,'73.5 SklChAsl .io95 l..lr5li u p t o 3 3i4 y.000)
lndiavision 3t4 6(.830)

N{RT\ril{n J( i l6 l {7. l l i 6i 0{0}
KoMn Centml 106,\  l {85H

'IARBS 
|llf, mur l6ttr ] I ) H l i l \ €dro l i4 2rjr.066)

Mahar mux 361_t0155rlH l lTV. I  rad 3t4 26(.667\
SE asia Mur 3569/ 58  lH 2+ TV 3t4 t2(.500)
Nepul TV+ 35_s4596V j+ in utux l  3(.33
RR Sat mur 355  I r'00H TV.l0 radir 3/4 l 3(.33

JAIN T\- 35- r8  I6 l :V 3t4 3( 300\
l1V. I  mCio 3i4 3( 33_11

TARBS -r5:(t. l610H I l lV- l lmdro 3t4 28r 066)
-1{-13 I 7(ltH 11: 6{.3

TARBS/Th5 J4ELI,1670H I I IV+Edro :t3
L I T \

Thai Global 3425/7ZsV uo to 7? 2t3 27(.500)
Irsat 2bl8i f,TV mur 4005/I' l5V 6+ TV 3t4 27(.000 )

Hvd Dic ?E 3910/240V I 3t4 5(.000
Kairali TV 3699/1451V I 3t4 3(.1 84
Indian mur 3643/507V 3 3/4 I 9f.53
ETV Mux#2 ? /  a  < / / 665V 4+TV 3/4 27(.00c
Skv Bansla 14301720V ITV 3t4 6(.000

STiJSSE 7 i 4
NSS6i95E Tesb I d)nT 5t6 30( 000'

As2/100.58ihandons T\ 4070/1080H lTv 3t4 6 ( .81 I
Euro Bouqt 4000/l I 50H 6TV. 2 tr 3t4 28(. r 2s)
S-Star Med 395i /1 l99H 3TV )t+ 1 3(. 1 85)

IV 3;.1 4i iIo)

WorldNet 3880/l 270H 4+l28radro U2 20(.400)
Hubei/HBT 3854/1296H 3/4 4(.418)
HunanlSRT 3847/l 303H 4 ( .418 )
Guan./GDT 3840/i 3 I 0H 3/4 4(.418

ln. Mongolia l8:8i  t3l :H 314 E(.397
APfN -Asra 1 7 9 9  l 1 5 l H -1t4 5(.53:)

Reukrs/Sim l77Jl l l75H 3/4 5(.63r
Liaonin/Slc2 3731i11151,1 3/A 4(.4 1 8)
Jiansr/JXT 3'727t423H 3t4 4(.418)
Fuiian/SET 3720/430H 3/4 4(  .418 )
OinebaiTV 3713/13711 3t1 4(. ,118

Henan/Main 3706/444H 4(.418
qI,?U N r l€sat 164(); l0H 7+. mdro 27(.n50)

As2/100.5EMacau MLIX 4 148/1002V 5TV 3t4 l  1{ .850
Feeds 4086/1064V 3/4 s(.632

Dubai MUX 4020/1 I430V 4+. radio 27(.500
Jilin Sat TV 3875/ 75V 3t4 4(.418

i B N 3t4 41 800)

I{eil-onsJian 3834/ t6v 3/4 4(.4 R

JSTV 38271323V 3/4 4(.4 8
Anhui TV 38201 30v 4(.4 8

ShaanxiOO 3813 i 4(.4 8
Guan/GXTV 3806/1 344V 3t4 4(.4 8

3795/1355V 3t4 21 533)
Mvawady ?766/1384V 7t8 s(.080)
Saudi TVl 3660t1490V 7+/tests 3/4 27(.500\

Teism l-liet no J\ 30( 000i
Zee bouquet 3700/1450V IOTV 3t4 27(.s00\

MLl)( 3713it437H 2TV 3i4 r( E68)
Ar{6ng TV 375511395\l 1/8 41 4t 8)

Now TV+ 3760/l 390H up 1o 8TV 7/8 zo(.uuO)
Shr I t780r1 i70\, l5f+)TV :x( t(xD
Shr TV 3860/1290V 21(+)TV 3/4 2'76$)
,st{ T

IIK Mur 3900/1250v 7 t 8 21(.895],
56 Tv -r9{0it 210v 7( t )Tv :5(.850)
]NM 3960/t I 90H 8(+)TV 3/4 2?(500)

3kT! 3980i1 i 70\i 3i.l t x {  l x I

Star I V 4000/ I I 50H 9f+)TV 1t8 26{.850\
Srhrm 402rij I l -10V 1 , 4 25{}l

Sun I  Y- ' 4095/1055H 3t4 5(.554)
CCTV bqt 4tz9�/ta2tH 4(+)  TV 3t4 t3(.240J

7Ee Bat #2 22r m0\
Sewl9?,1 Irdonsion

(s-bnd)
s36,2..56r,2 596, 33(+) Tv 7/8 20(.000)

T'Kon/ I O8E 3460n690H t o 6 3t4
c2Ntl l3E TPI 4185/%5V 3t4 6{ 7m)

Anteve 414411006v I 3/4 6 ( .5  1  0 )

Receivers and Errata

3TV. 5radio currentlv in use ( DM)

Not 24 hour

new ETV here Asia beam

New - October 2002

FTA SCPC radio APID 256

FTA SCPC + radio APID 80
FTA SCPC + 2radio (APID

5 chs TV. FT, some tests

FTA includi
FTA SCPC + radio

. FTA Je 2003

FTA SCPC + radio
FTA SCPC. radio AP]D I I

Virccess l'qsion 2 CA

NDS CA fPe€

moved from 4l 15

NDS CA Bing RcA/lhomen.
Pd€ lR|.h

FTA + CA mux

PIDS 413214133

Several ETV rrow herc. widc beatl
OK E. Aust. wide beam
OK E. Aust r*ide beam

New 07102: corlections 12102

FTA TV + radio

FTA SCPC. teletext.2 radio
FTA SCPC, tclel.ext

FTA SCPC. radio APID 8l

FTA SCPC. teleteK. radio

FTA SCPC, + radio

FTA SCPC - diffrcult to load

CA + NOW, Bbere. Indus FTA
CA Prce D\/Sl l  I ,  Teni lh)

from 4055V FTA SCPC



MELBOURNE
ATELLITESR

Established 1992
ACN:  065  27O733

ABN: 51 477 349 864

J t r l -
* 6 s

$ffi.'$qFru36,%
ffi.ffi#ffi&K
*{G m.

,€.ffi#

Dual  Outpu t  Ku-Band LNBF
Suit  Optus 11.3Gh2fl- '*"  r
Run 2 Receivers WWy,"-":::::::@ffi

C-Band LNBF
wi th  Sca la r  R ing

Get your IRCI-54OOZ' IR-
54LOz & Fl-Ace HERE

Full Range of Hardtuare & Accessories
Stockest of most PoPular Brands

Int ers at e Inquiries We I c o me
Freigbt Deliueries Auailable to Most Areas

Please Phone, Fax or Email
for SATalogue and Pricelist.

sales@ melbournesatellites. com. all

www. melbournesatellites. com. aLl

MELIIOLIRNE SATELLITES PtY Ltcl
84 Bayfield Roacl East
P.O. Box901
Baysrvater\rlc 3153
Phone: 03 9738 0UU8
Facsirnile : 03 97 29 827 6

SATWryRLD

nokia

VISIT OUR ONLINE STORE!

WE STOCK A FULL RANGE OF

- ACCESSORTES
. RECEIVERS
. D'SHES
. C & K U L N B ' S
. TRADE PR'CES

humax
CALL US FOR VOLUME DISCOUNTS

SATELLITE TV EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES!
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FTA; solid on 3.5m in Neu'Coledonia

to air Nov. 2002: V33. 436

!'lA SCPC, Australia. NC OK

A 1281i ftc. 2nd TV ch

CA lItT IITA

FTA at this trme

Powvu (FTA) @c. fe€ds

-w234

407411076v

1935/r21 5H

3880/1270H
to lI TV'7

3.91 5/1 245V

12.-136V/T2 l2TV. Tradio
t2.40'7Vn3

12.595V/T6

i : .688ttTl-5

l t . -s91 60-tY

C2M

2 1(.800)3713/110TV



Drokere of  new and ueed antennao.
All eizee / makee LoqeLher wihh

aoooci  ave d f ivhin qo and equi?men,.

Your one stop source for antennas and satellite
electronics for the ENTIRE Pacific region.

We now offer a full range of satellite equipment
designed for your particular

pe$onai or professional requirements.
Including: 2.4lo13 metre antennas, feed

horns, mounts, LNBs, digital and analogue
rcceivem, g€ostationary and inclined orbit
manual and automatic tracking qrstems,

cable and fittings.

Most equipment avai lable on short  or  long
term leases. H.P. also avai lable.

Since 1976 we've been involved in satellite TV. A hobby in those early days. our interest led to
establishment of a business in l98l that has introduced thousands of people to the exciting world of
satellite TV. We produced our flrst international satellite receiver kit in 1986. and the frrst DIY home

satellite system in Australia back in the early days of 1990.
AlOng thg way we have fbund that above all else. customer slrppofi is critical. If you look

around the inclr,rstry. yoll'll soon sort out those vendors who operate on a strictll commercial basis.
and. those who reallv have rour real hobbv interests at heafi.

That's why we have made it our priority to give you all of the infbrmation to help you make your
hobby a sLrccess. So if you are contemplating Satellite TV as a hobby. give us a call; we'll help get you
ofTon the best track. Who knows - yoLl might even become a part of this growing industry!! You can
count on ollr decades of experience to provide you w-ith the best "right" solution dt an affordable price.

AV-COMM Pty Ltd
P.O.  Box  225 Brookva le  NSW 21OO AUSTRALIA

Te l  61-2-9939 4317 Fax  61-2-9939 4376 or ,  v is i t  our  webs i te  a t
ht tp :  / /www.avcomm. com.au

Emai l  cgarry@avcomm.com.au
You are  we lcome to  a lso  v is i t  our  showroom (2419 Powel l ' s  Rd,  Brookva le  NSW),

jo in  our  E-mai l  news le t te r  serv ice  (addme@avcomm.com.au)
( . , \ r - ( 'onln l  I ) r \  l . rd , . \L 'N 00+ l71 178)

lllsTAtul{c
AURORA KITS?

Buy your kits from the people who have
been solving television reception

problems for over 40 years.

The deal
o Optus Approved UEC model 700IRD packed

with 4 page out of area application
o Aurora Card
. LNB
o 90 cm dish
Dish shipped totally enclosed in wooden crate

(pallet size)
All for $673 plus GST and freight

Trade installers onlv. from

RURAL ETECTRO]IIC
PRODUCTS

"The better reception centre"
313 Summer Street Orange NSW 2800

Phone (02) 6361 3636
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Bird Service RF/IF & # Program
Channels

FEC Msym

(PA8/169E) Feeds 4040/1010H 3/4 r0(.8s0)
TthDavAdv- 3812/121811 3t4 6(.620

Feeds 3868/ l  182H 6(.620
Feeds 3939/121 lH 2 (tw NTSC) t ( .62UV / ( .491

Cal Pou'Vu 3901/12'l9H u p t o S 3t4 30(.800)
I{K boucnel 385{v1 300H u p t o B 2t3 24(900,1

occ feeds 3'�1^t611374H I tvD 3t4 5(,560
Korean Bqt 3771t1379H 1t4 9(.04

1702n76F. RFO 1027111,23L 1TV 3t4 4(566
I701/180E TNTV I  . 060&1  l . 5 l 9 3t4 30(.000)

Canai+Sat I  L6 l0H i6TV. I radio 3/4 30(.000)
,11951955RHC 3/4 5{.632)

1'VIIZIBBC 4186/964RIJC 3t4 5(.632\
TVNZ +178/972RHC 3/4 s(.632

AFRTS DTS 1r't5tg't5L I T./ radio 2t3 3(680)
TMtIZ/Aptn 4170/980RHC 3/4 s(.632\
TMrIZ/l'eeds 4i6l/989RHC 3t4 s(.632)
RFO-Cana1+ .1036,/106.1L4TV. radio 5t6 12( 041))
TVNZl'eeds r052/l098RH( 3t4 5(.632
TVNZ feeds 40:14/l 106R 3t4 5(.632
NZ Pnnie TV 2i3 6(.876)
NBC to 7 Oz 3960/l I 90R '7/8 6/44'7\
WorldNet 3886i 1264R lTV, 37 radio 3t4 25(.000'
Ioarana 3i72n3"78L I 3/1 1(.s66)
TVTIZ 3846/ I 304R 1 3/4 5(.632)

I0 Australia 37691 381R 4 7/8 20(.000)
USA tbeds .17,19/1.101R 26(400)

MPEG-2 DVB Receivers: (Data here believed accurate; we assume no responsibility for correctness!
AstonSimba20l. EmbeddedSECA(Zee, Canal +); reviewSF#97. MediaStar6l-2-9618-5777.
AV-COMM R3100. FTA, excellent sensitivity (review SF May 1998); newversion Sept. '99. Av-COMM P/1,61-2-9939-4327
AV-COMM R3100(Al. FTA, good sensitivity, ease of use exc (review SF May 2002). See above contact.
Benjamin D85600-Cl. FTA, Foxtel/Austar wICAM+card. Autosat PtV Ltd 61-2-9642-0266 (reviw SF#72)
eMTech eM-'l008 (FTA), eM-2008 (FTA + CIP), eM210B (FTA + 2xCl + positioner); Kansat 61-7-5484 6246 (review SF#89)
Humax Fl-Cl. Primarily $ld for TRl(Auskalia), does (limited) Pmrvu (!O! Optus Aurora approved).

Humax lCRl 5400 (Z). Embedded lfdeto + 2 CAM slots; initial units had NTSC glitch, now fixed. Widely available, SF#76.
Humax lRCl 5400 (Z). Adaptable version capable of holding multi-CA systems (SF#98, 99). Wldely available.
Hyundai-TV/COM. HSS100BlG (Pacific), HSS-100C (China) FTA. Different softrryare versions;2.26t2.27 good performers,
3.1 1 and those with Nokia tuners also good; later 5.0 not good. SATECH (V2.26)
Hyundai HSSTOO. FTA, Powervu, SCPC/MCPC. Review SF March 1999. Kristal Etectronics, 61-7-4788-8902.

Hyundai HSS800CI. FTA, lrdeto (with CAM) + other CA systems, PowerVu, NTSC. Kristal Electronics, above; review SF#63.
MediaStar D7. FTA, preloaded w/ known seryices, exc. software (reviarv SF July 1998). Mediastar Comm. 61-2-9618-5777
Mediastar D7.5. New (May 00) single chip FTA; review June 00 SF. Mediastar Comm. Int. 61-2-9618-5777
MediaStar D10. FTA and lrdeto embedded CA. VG receiver; see review SF#96, August 2002. Contacts immediately above.
Muldcholce (UEC) 66! Essentially same as Australian 660, ne! grey market contrary to reports Sciteq tel 61-8-9306-3738
Nokia "d-box" (Vl.7X). European, FTA, may only be German language, capable of Dr. Overflow software. SF#95, p. 14.
Nokia 920019500. When equipped with proper software, does Aurora, pay-TV services provided software has been "patched"
with "Sandra" or similar program. See SF#95, p. 14, SF#96 p. 15. SatWorld 61-3-9773-9270 (www.satworld.com.au)
Paca DGT4@. Originaily Galaxy (Nfl Foxtel+Austar). Irdelo, $me FTA with difiicutty (Foxtet Aust€lia 1300-360818). Units being replaced wth UECS.
Pace DVRSOO original DGT400 modified for NBc (PAS-2yRSA use. with CAM equi€lent to DGT400 but more retiable.
Pace "Worldbox" (DSR-620 in NZ). Non-DVB complhnt NOS CA including Sla/ NZ, no FTA; simitar',Zenith" vereion.
Panasat 520/530,/635. MCPC FIA, lrdeto capable, forerunner UEC 642, 660. Out of production, spares fax ++27-31593-370. No longer wotrk wilh Austar/Foltel.
Panasonic TU-DS|0 FTA + lrdeto CA, one of 2 lRcts approved by Optus for Aurora, but lgygl ryailable in Australia.
Phoenix 11'1,222. PowVu capable, NTSC. graphics, ease of use. (111 review SF#57). SATECH(below)- 222; terminated
Phoenix 333. FTA SCPC, MCPC, analogue + dish mover. Detailed SF review SF#51. SATECH 61-3-9553-3399.
Pioneer TS4. Mediaguard CA (no FTA), embedded Msym, FEC, only for Canal+Satellite (AntenneCal ++687-43.81,56)
Powervu (D9223, 9225,9234). Non-DVB compliant MPEG-2 unl6s loaded with software through ESPN Bmt L€der (w belw). Primarily sold for proprietary CA (NHK,
GWI.J+ PAS-2 Ku, CMT etc). Scier,tific Atlanta 61-2-9452-3388.
Prcat 21023. FTA SCPC/MCPC, NTSC/PAL, SCART + RCA. Sciteq 61€€306-3738.
SatoruiserDSR-I01 FTA,SCPC/MCPC,Powvu,l. iTSClPi.L (Sh/visionAustfaiia6l,3-9888-749l,Telst64-6,356-3749)
Satcruiser DSR.2oiP FTA SCPC/MCrc, PwVu, NTSC/PAL, analogue, pcitioner - (Stqvision - w abow).
STRONG Technologies SRT2620. SCPC, MCPC FTA, exc sensitivity, ease use, programming. Review SF#9'l (ph. below).
Strong SRT 4600. SCPC, MCPC. PowerVu; exc graphics. ease of use, revielv SF#64. Strong Technologies 61-3-8795-7990.
Strong 4800. SCPC, MCPC, embedded lrdeto+ CAM slots, Aurora. Strong Technologies 6'1-3-8795-7990.
Strong 4890. SCPC, MCPC, 30Gb PVR, 2 CAM slots, DiSEqC 1.0, 1.2 (review SF#84); Strong Technologies, # above.
UEC642. Designed for Aurora (lrdeto) approwd by Optus: w/ns software C-band FTA, faultvP/S. NoFat 6'1-8-9451-8300.
UECB60. Upgraded UEC642, usd by Slq Racjng Aust., Foxtel-limrted FTA. (Nationwide - 51-7-3252-2947); P/S problems.
VECTconm Single chin lrdeto built-in dsign for Foxtel, {nfriendly for FIA Porer supply problems, seldom sold to mnsumeF, propensit.vto fail otr back of trucks
WinsFat OigfBox 2q) C + Ku basic rseiver but includs Teletext for NZ TVOne, 2 VBl. Satlink NZ, ld6+9-81+9447
Xanadu. DVB compliant specialpriced r€d€r for membeE ef SPACE Pacific (Av-comm Pty Ltd, tel 161-2-99394377)
Accessories:
Aurora smart cards. New vl .6 now available, 1 .2 no longer available for RABS. Price now A$105, Sciteq 61-8-9306-3738.
Powervu Software Upqrade: PAS-8, 4020/1130H2, Sr 26.470,314: pqm ch 11 and follow instructions (do not leave earlv!)

Receivers and Errata
PowVu occ FTA feeds

Sat, Sun 0030, 0900+UTC?)
FTA (occ sport); also trt,'3863,56.100
FTA-trp NTSC-occ sport, live Shuttle

PowVu CA + FTA (BBC eone )
was 4l-18Vt; some FTA

occ feeds, 0? FTA; also Sr 5.600
Korean M[IX. reload 02i03

SE soot beam
east sDotl l0TV + r each. vertical ool.

l+ FTA. Mediaeuard: also 10.975 weal
DMVAITL earlv vers.. occ feds.tlo ca
DMV/NTL earlv vers. occ feds. tvo ca
DMV/NTL early vers.. occ feds" tw ca
DTS'radio. TV audio FTA somc IRDs
DMVA{TL earlv vers. occ feds. tvo ca
DMVA,ITL early vers., occ Gds. tw ca
cast lrr-ni 20.5 dBw thru 2003+: ncw Sr
DMViN I L earlv vers..occ leeds- tvD ca

SCPC, mixed CA and FTA feeds
PoqVu CAI Aur:klald uet feeds

CA. Leitch encoded
New Feb 2002: verv strone NZ. Pacific

FTA SCPC: East Herni Bearn-Tahiti
SCPC, mixed CA & FTA, feeds

PowVu CA & FTA: #3 TBN
I6-QAM (not MPEG-2 comoatible)



In fact-Golf Channel is back on California bouquet {see PAS2
below; 3940Hzl but still PowerVu CA (VPID 2150, APII) 21 20).
Major changes in Thaicom C band resulting from loss of multiple

transponders on Thaicom 2/3 package. First major satellite failure
in five years.

AsiaSat 2/100.5E: "3945Y, Sr 6.666, 7/8 C308, 4256
CCTV test card and occ feeds." (Bill R, Aust).

AsiaSat 35/105.58: "Another analogue channel gone?
Phoenir Chinese 3920H in NTSC is now running a test card."
(TK) (Ed's note: service continues on 4000H, Sr 26.850, 7/8
FTA within Star Asia mux there. Star is apt to bring up an
additional digital mux on 3920 channel.)

AsisSat 4/122E: Launch still scheduled last tw.o weeks
March from Florida's Cape Kennedy.

InSat 2El83E: "Using Humax 54102 + 4m mesh, following
lndian Zone Beam' signals received in eastem NSW: Sky
Bangla + test 3430V (6.000, 3/4); Stat Vijay (CA), Splash TV
Indi4 Maa TV (CA), Tamil TV. Win TV (3525V, 24.082,
7/8); Aial TV 3580V (3580V, 3.255, 314): Jaya TV 3615V
(3.255,314 at 54o/o sigral level and P2 analogue from Jaya TV
3603V." (D. Leach, NSW)

OptusBUl60E: "Occasional feeds 12.430V (Astralinks
SNG, Surfing coverage). 12.525H.6.111.3/4'- test cards and
World Cricket feed from Globecast." (8. Richards, Aust)

Optus B3/156E: "ABC TV National (12.594V, 30.000,2/3)
Aust + NZ footprint) is changing (and back again, without
notice) from being ABC SE (S1.'dne-v) to ABC Queensland
and is therefore exactly same channel as Aurora ch 39 (ABC
TV Q, 12.730V, 30.000, 3/4 on Aust only footprurt). EPG for
Tllow' and T',lext' are correct on ABC National but sfill wrong
on ABC SE and ABC SA. Austar's ABC (channel 2) continues
to be ABC SE (Sydnqv)." (IF. Qld.) 

"Aurora radio channel 68
has snitched from Rhlthm FM to Sport 927 (CA), rv'hich is
identical to Austar/Foxtel radio channel 4. Aurora radio ch 44
now has label 'BID-JARA' suggesting Imparja is adding a new
Aborigrnal service (radio ch 43. Mulba, was added several
months ago, nrns FTA)' (AI. NSW) "Changes in
Mediasat/Globecast radio services: DMX Radio is new. ran
FTA for a lerv days, now seems to be version 2 CA; and a new
'Future Sen'ice' position nor,v loads as lvell." (IF, Qld) (Ed's
note: see updated list p. 30)

Palaoa C2IW113E: "Gone agarn. MTV Indonesi4 TV5
Asie and Metro TV on 3880H from Mux; 6.pical Palapa
scenario." (Edwards) "TBN'S feed on 3727H has new' PIDs:
V177, Al80 - will require reloading if previousll' put into
memory." (Harold, NT)

PanAmSat PAS2/169E: "Changes on Califomia Bouquet -
Golf Channel \V29601A2920) norv gone (was CA of course)
and knowing Japanese passion for game, it must havg been
moved to someplace else!" (Jerry T, Qld.) "Korea's KBS-TV,

"2" Channel 24 hour wrestling (Japan, USA,
Europe) mixed with soft-porn sexual

advertisements found on PAS-8 386OHz "Taiwan

Bouquet" (Sr 28.000, 5/6);  a very unusual channel,
indeed. On March 3, " f i rst"  Z channel (+SET

lnternational) adooted Viaccess2 CA format but TV
channel 12, "Z#2," remains FTA some of the t ime
(VP|D92O, APID 921);  may need to be reloaded.

YTN and MBC are left 3771H." (Edwards) "4054H- Sr
5.420, l l2 Vll60/4ll20 English/French and Vll6UAl l22
Spanish, Portuguese Sabrate School feed." (Bill R. Aust).
"RAI on 3836V has finall1' joined other senices there in Irdeto
2 CA mode - end of an era." (AD. NSW) "NBN. -ll2('\'.
3.615, 3/4 V33- A34 FTA testing." (Eleanor. Victoria)

PanAmSat PAS8/166.5E: "Z-Channel 3860H is non. CA:
will miss the wrestling and advertisements for Japanese
ladies!" (JenT T., Qld.) (Ed's note: T$' V440. A44i PID
entry)

Thaicom 3/78E: "Korean (Central) TV nou'FTA 3665H.
3.367,213 on what appears to be Global footprint." (Harold.
NT). (Ed's note: Also try 3678H. 3.367. 2,3) "TARA Bangla
has moved to 3600H from 3585, V-i 14. 4670. SIDz." (Bitl R..
Aust)

Soanbox: "Hurgarian TV CA. testrng FTA Globecast/
Mediasat, website is http ://rvnu,. duna. fi,.hu: subscription info
tiom $.ll'\ ''.tuulcoql.conl.au. Dutch BIT\ website is
tlrr'.br,n.nl, informafion in English at urrl.brn.nVhtml
/englith.html and guide is nuv'.brn.nVhtml/progam

WITH THE OBSERVERS: Repons of new programmers, changes in established programming sources are
encouraged from readers throughout the Pacific and Asian regions. Information shared here is an important
tool in our ever expanding satellite TV universe. Photos of yourself, your equipment or off-air photos taken
from your TV screen are welcomed. TV screen photos: lf PAL or SECAM, set camera to f3.5-f5 at 1/1sth
second with ASA 1OO film; for NTSC, change shutter speed to 1/30th. Use no flash, set camera on tripod

or hold steady. Alternately submit any VHS speed, format reception directly to SaIFACTS and we will
photograph for you. Deadline for April 15th issue: April 3 by mail or 5PM NZST April 5th if by fax to

64-9-406-1083 or Emai l  skyking@clear.net.nz.



US Judse "slans" DirecTV in Murdoch ca.se
There should be a dail-v updated guide to keep track of all of the legal actions brought against Rupert Murdoch's NDS

Limited, the Israeli based firm that designs and markets Videoguard encryption systems. Unlike lrdeto, SECA and other
encryption systems, NDS's Videoguard is significantty altered for different customers; knowledge ofthe American DirecTV
system card algorithmq for erample. provides little guidance to someone desirous of cracking Star TV Asia or Shv TV NZ

(both using NDS). The "no-two-alike" scenario has been a hallmark of NDS success with keeping all but the most determined
hackers from "emulating" their encryption stream.

In December 2001, NDS's largest customer, DirecTV USA brought suit against NDS charging fraud, breach of warranty,
violation of (US) fderal larv amongst other charges. ln February 2002 the two "kissed and made up" and the suit was
dropped. At the time DirecTV was being courted bv both News Corp. and second ranked US satellite pay-W provider

Echostar. Sometimes charges like this are brought to send a "wake-up call" message to someone.
In March 2002 French pay-Tv giant Vivendi brought similar but more compelling charges against NDS, claiming the Israeli

firm deliberate\ hacked its competitive-to-NDs encryption rystem and then arranged for the hacking instructions to be posted

on two prominent web sites. Vivendi's Viaccess-named system is in widespread use wodd-wide including by Vivendi owned
Canal + on I70l in the Pacific. It was also in use at an ltalian pay-Tv service (Telepiu) which by mid-2002 claimed it had 2 or
3 non-paying pirate viervers tbr every payurg subscriber; a t'act it blamed on the web distributed hacking instructions which it

claimed NDS encouraged.
ln Jgne 2002 News Corp agreed to pay Vivendi US$900 million over a period of time to purchase the beleaguered Italian

service, provided Vivendi dropped its life-threatrng NDS law suit. In August 2002 Vivendi went to the Califomia court where
the suit was filed and requested the suit be dismissed. But the judge thought otherwise and in September 2002 we found out
why: Echostar (using the Swiss bred Nagra CA system), and Malaysian pay-TV operator Measat brought suits against NDS

w'hich plowed the same ground as Vivendi's original suit, claiming NDS had engineered hacks of their CA systems, distributed
information on web sites to propagate that knowledge and as a result tens of millions of dollars was being lost to pirary. They
were joined in their suit by the US Department of Justice which ordered NDS to "freeze" its records in a San Diego, California
office as related to the original Vivendi suit - to allow US agents to examine the contents even if the suit might be dismissed.
Late in September 2002. DirecTV brought a new suit against NDS claiming essentially the same activities which the original

December 2001 suit charged, with one major addition. DirecTV. to combat piracy. was in the process of upgrading from their
"P3 era" smart card to a new one called P4. Now, in September 2002, DirecTV claimed NDS was up to "the same old tricks"

and was encouraging hacking of the P4 card as well.
In December 2002. aUS court threw out the bulk of the DirecTV claims noting with irony that the claims were, "essentially

the same as those brought in December 2001 rvhich had been 'settled' by private agreement between the fwo in February
2002." No consideration as to the vatiditv of the claims - merely that DirecTV had agreed in February to dismiss the charges

and therefore thery could not be rebrought. The court did agree to hear the charges relating to the P3 versus P4 issue, "because

rt is a new issue before us."
Everylhing about NDS-Vivendi-Echostar et al is straight out of a (bad) James Bond movie. For example, the head of NDS

securitl is a former depuw chiefof Shin Beit (Israel's super secret anti-terrorism agencv that is the brother or sister agency to
Israel's secret service The Mossad). This fellow left Shin Beit after the Palestinian "300 Bus" affair, during which a

Palesturian hrjacker was beaten to death after his arrest by a Shin Beit agent who just happened to be the brother of the

then-head to Mossad. Glles Kaehlin, top security man at Canal Plus, came out of the counter-terrorism unit at the (French)

Elysee Palace. The Mossad is deeply involved in the roundup of persons who can help get NDS out of its sizeable legal
problems simply because NDS is based in Israel and NDS is the employer of choice when ex-Mossad and ex-Shin Beit agents
want to "retire" from their dangerous lifestyle. Most hacken don't walk around with C4 explosives strapped to their bodies but

the guys the Mossad and Shin Beit chase daily do. Canal Plus is equally quick to hire ex-anti terrorist and French secret

service agents for their own security work. There is sigrrificant evidence that much of what has been happening between Canal
Plus and its cohorts (including Nagra/Echostgar). and. NDS is actually an underground "war" between The Mossad and the

French Secret Service driven by some very jealous relationships involving personnel from both state agencies. And now the
US Departmant of Justice brings the USA to a par level in the battle. This is one can of worms that crossbreeds itself daily.

Pirary hasjust been elevated to a dangerous, new level ofpersonal danger for those involved.

For best price and seruice on:
Hauppauge WIN - Nexus

Add on Cl Module Adapter
Aston Mediaguard V'1.O5 Cl

See wrmnr.videowall. tv

guide.html. Sources for BVN and Dunas TV is Mark
Lobwein. DTH Services Manager for Globecast Australia'(C.
Sutton, NZ) "Good to see SF give the ABA a bit of a rev
(February, Coop's Comment); tirey need it. It is a bit like
building a super highway and then the ABA comes along and
installs a barricade saying, 'you can not proceed past this point
- because we say so/"' (DN, Aust.) "AFN decoders for the
normal qualified users can now be authorised on line at
www.pvconnect.net/unregy'authl.pho by having UA and TID
numbers ready along t'ilh usual Military/Diplomatic Corp
information to enter." (DB, Japan) (Ed's note: For those with
short-wave receivers, AFRTS Radio can be located at 10.320
daytime, 6.350 nighi time from Hawati; 13.362 daytime, 5.765
nigtrt time from Guant nd 12.579 dqtime, 4.319 night time
Diego Garcia in upper sideband mode; handy frequencies to

[ .



know should Iraq erupt into a war scene.) "Can someone help
me locate serv'ice for a SatCruiser FTA IRD? I live in
Melboume, had previously sent it off to Canberra Sllryision
which appears to be out of business. My telco is 0412 425362
or Email @WAJe!!-!@r!!!.cqn0." "Reference '...by the
strange name of Blackbutt'relates to a bumed out fiee sfump
wlrereas Blacktown (western Sydney suburbs) in the 1800s
was used for segregation purposes." (NS) UEC Multiview
digital Set-Top box just armounced RSA features on board
parallel processing qystem allowing two separate, simultaneous
Irdeto programming channels to be outputted to TV sets of
monitors. Also includes Intemet and e-mail optional modem In
South Afric4 the 'Dual View' sells over the counter for R749
(A$XXX) and subscribers to that country's Multichoice Atiica
also pay R50 per month (AS)OQ for the 'privilege' of being
able to access a second progranune channel without actually
having two IRDs in the household. A single smart card serves
both processors. But there is an interesting challenge - Dual
View requires either a two-output LNB(f) feeding each of two
separate inputs at L-band, or, a two-lryay splitter at the rear of
the receiver. And. the second set while it has access to all of
the smart card authorised programme services, is not able to
access EPG, games, (textlgraphics) weather or any (other)
interactive services .Australian contact is UEC Australi4 (61)
(2) 9889 3500 or Email info@uec.com.au. "I wonder if people
realise that when they have a Humar modified for Multicam
that it loses its ability to function with a standard
Aurora/Austar/Foxtel card and will only then work'with a
Gold/Silverfftmcard product? Has anyone rvho went
Mnlticam tried to retum to factorv software (from Humax web
site) and if yes, to what result?" (NS, Qld) 

"Channels rmique to
Optusvision's ill-fated satellite fed service going primarily to a
small number of motel/hoteVv'acation properfies on satellite
nre now gone (examples: Animal Planet. CNN Financial et al).
This appears to be for purpose of allowing Foxtel and Austar
to double the number of 'Footy' channels making two now
available to subscribers who previously had opted for exfia
pay tohave one. " (AI, NSW)

Glo becast/ex-Mediasat
(Optus 83/1 2.336V/30.0OO/2-3)

(as loaded on UEC 642, March 8, 2003)
TV: {all channels PAL format)
fl) Vision Asia 1; SET (Sony Enter., 12 CA)
#2) Vision Asia 2: Zee lZee TV & News, 12 CA)
#31 Vision Asia 3: Zee (Cinema. t2 CA)
#4) Vision Asia 4: Star + India/Star News, l2CA)
#5) TRT International {Turkish, FTA)
#6) Trinity (TBN USA religion, family, FTA)
#71 Da Al TV (Tzu Chi, Asian religion, FTA)
#8) Med TV (Health Care Eduearional, occ., FTA)
#9) HRT (Croatian inc. HRTl ,2,3; t2 CAI
#10) TV Korea (KBS and YTN programmes, FTA)
#111 Ad Hoc (Duna TV Hungry scheduled here, CA)
#12) TEST (test card, BVN Holland 'coming', FTA)
Radio:
1l TRT FM (FTA); 2) Voice of Turkey (FTA); 3)
ABS Radio (FTA);4) Tamit Radio (FTA); S) SNG
IFB (audio feedback for field remotes); 6) DMX
Music (background music; was FTA, now CA);
7) Future service. (Courtesy lF, Old.)

SaIFACTS-P]IfS for
Australians!

WE are the source for subscriptions
throughout Australia. Best delivery,

extra goodies incfuded!
AV.COl'tl'f ftf ttd.

Email cgarry@avc0m.c0m.au 0r call (021 9939 4377

FAT-CAM modifications
(ALL-CAM or sin1 Multicrypt-CAM)
Faulty Cl repairs, Faulty CAM repairs
Originator-Developer of the futuristic

all-region, all-mode GLOBAL Gl

Digital Sales, Digital House
Byron Crescent, Coppull, Chorley, Lancashire, UK
www.digitalsales.co.uk / sales@digitalsales.co.uk

ProStar (ompany Pty [td.
64 Mahoneys Road Forest Hil l VIC 3131

Tel (03) 8801 0336 Fax (03) 9893 6908 l{obile 0425 770 336
$PECIAL: Low cost shipping to Adelaide, Brisbane, Perth and beyond

Product

PacStar ST10

PacStarSTT.5

Joson Ku dish

Dion

D-Box

Dion5l3

COSHIP

ZinwellD2lA

PBI Turbo

PBI IO4O

PBI

Zinwell -J2lN

Zinwell-H2lN

Super Power

Super Power

Super Power

Motec MP880

Prostar V-Box

Cable

Switch

Brackel

AV Sender

Spectrum
AnAlyser

Dishes

l.0m heavy duty polar mesh

).3m healy duty polar mesh

0.75m w bracket, LNB

Receivers

FTA digital + analogue

Irdeto Emb/Aur+LBC+Jade

digital wDiSEqC

Digital FTA

LNB

ZCF/ l5K C-band

C-band

Ku (10.6M)

C + Ku LNBf

ZKFfu n iversal prime/offset

ZKF/Ku (1 l.3M primeroff )

Actuators

Jack - 18" actuator

Jack - 24" actuator

Positioners

E22000 32 memory

High Qual 60 memory

rlew generation/I.2 DiSEqC

Other

4 wire actuator/100m roll

22 kHz tone switch

wall bracket for 65gal pole

malogue + digital Spectrum
Analyser - NEW product!

inc. GST

$450

s220
$ l  t 0

$320

$340

$250

$ t 9 0

s40
$2s
$30

$ 130

$30

$30

$60

$6s

$60

$80

$80

$50

$ 1 5

$5-$ l 0

$1 s0

$ l ,300



Sign-off

A foolish waste of taxnayer money
The New Zealand (Labour) Government has revived the call

for "input" on how and when the present terrestrial TV system
should be replaced with a DVB-T (digital video broadcast,
terrestrial) system. My answer is very simple. Never.

There is only one country in the world where DVB-T has
approached success and that is the UK. There, to coerce
consumers into upgrading from 4 or 5 channels ofterrestrial
analogue, the BCC (which is govemment owned) has created
"Freeview" which when and where it works offers 30+ free to
view (FTV) channels. It does this for the equivalent of
NZ$300 per home, plus aerial installation. This is a subsidised
cost of the actual cost per STB; more than triple that figure.
Unfortunately, according to UK magazine Television, in I out
of 3 locations within 20km of digital transmitters, it does not
work; nor in I out of 2 locations within 40km nor in 2 out of
3 within 50km.

New Zealand's nearest neighbour, Australia, has struggled
for 15 months to sell an estimated 15,000-20,000 DVB-T
boxes into homes; approximately .03Yo of the total
marketplace. The United States has after 4 years of pushing
DVB-T conversion for homes only managed to entice .057o
of the homes to "upgrade."

Both the USA and Australia offer something the UK does
not offer; high definition (1080 line or there abouts compared
with the present PAL <625 line) television. New Zealand has
signed up for the UK version; more TV programming
channels but still at the <625 line PAL format standard.
Widescreen? Yes, sometimes, but hardly all of the time.

As SF has reported in considerable detail, no engineer
involved with DVB-T planning anticipated the sigrrificant
problems associated with noise, greatly reduced coverage
(when compared to existing analogue), or the special
requirements for such a simple implement as the outdoor,
rooftop TV receiving antenna. Nobody foresaw that where
rabbit ears now provide adequate analogue reception, sizeable
and expensive rooftop aerials are required for digital. Nobody
foresaw that simple multi-set splitters which allow one
rooftop analogue aerial to function for fwo or more TV sets in
a home (motel, hotel) almost never work with digital. Nobody
foresaw that electrical appliances, capable of causing mild
interference to analogue reception, totally stop digital
reception. And nobody foresaw that while "fringe area"
viewers perhaps 50-60-70km from an analogue transmitter are
able to receive sufficient signal to at least "enjoy" television
reception, there is no such thing as a "fringe area" with
digital. Signals do not become "slightly impaired" but still
viewable; they simply stop working totalb.

New Zealand has more than 1,200 TV transmitters
functional; an incredible quantity for a country barely
equalling in land mass the US state of Colorado. They vary in
power from 0.1 watt to 100,000 watts and every one of these
requires a tower (mast), hansmitting antennas, electrical
power and maintenance. The UK experience has been that for

every existing analogue transmitter, each having a well
defined "service are4" ultimately as many as four (4) digital
TV transmitters will be required to provide digital service of
the same coverage. Translate that to New Zealand? 4,800 TV
transmitters - one for every 729 people!

DVB-T is awesome when it works. It is blemish free,
exciting, and attractive to watch. Even in 625 line SDTV
Gtandard definition) format. But it is also very-very
expensive. The least expensive 25-35" screen American
digital receiver is priced above NZ$4,000. There is no such
thing, in America or the UK, as a "14" bedroom/kitchen
"secondary TV" in digital format. Two out of five NZ homes
have a second TV. Two out of three NZ homes also own a
VCR which with the conversion to digital will become totally
useless; each will have to be , replaced with a digital
equivalent.

Ofcourse these are early day prices and perhaps in 3 to 5
years the cost of a digital 25" TV will come down to under
NZ$3,000. Perhaps. But only if DVB-T catches on
world-wide which every sign at the present suggests will not
happen. Not in 3 years, not in 5, not in ten. How long might it
be before The Warehouse offers 14" "secondary/kitchen

digital TV sets" for their present NZ$289 price tag? Try ten
years.

So who wants digital TV for terrestrial? People who sell TV
sets and VCRs naturally; they believe they will sell 1.4 new
TV sets to every home in NZ when digital arrives. Plus .67
new VCRs to every household. Some broadcasters, mostly
ill-advised and certainly not exhibiting good common sense
are also in favour (how they can ignore all of the facts we
have described here and still opt for a digital conversion
suggests a lack of honesty, perhaps even technical
competency, on the part oftheir engineering advisors).

DV&T is a dead goose; it can only work with tremendous
new costs for additional transmission sites which will of
course greatly increase the cost of providing a "networked"

service for the telecasters. Australia's Nine Network seems to
have this figured out; they are opting to place their digital
service on DVB-S (satellite) and DVB-C (cable). The
American telecasters have this figured out - they are cutting
"deals" with cable and satellite companies ralher than
spending tens of millions to convert to high power digital.

DVB-S is already in place (Sky TV NZ). What is missing is
a Government decree that the national networks (TVOne,
TV2, TV3, TV4 and hime) be accorded FTA (free to air)
status through the Sky DVB-S platform, giving consumers a
real choice (owning their own home dish system, or, renting
one from Sky) rather than forcing them - as at present - to pay
NZ$17.29 per month to rent the required equipment from Sky.

What the Govemment receives for making such a decision
is multifaceted. First, it eams a clear conscience for having
made a non-political, benefits-the-public decision. Next, over
five to ten years time, it can retire virtually all of the existing
analogue TV transmitters and gain back for Govemment
resale 381 MHz of valuable spectrum space below I GIlz (21
MHz in band I, 56 in band lII, 304 in bands IV and V). Even
by the most modest of estimates, that spectrum would produce
Government revenues in excess of NZ$2.5 billion every 20
years under their present auctioning format. Lasl and hardly
least important, it will save the "average" NZ home $3,750 to
replace 1.4 TVs, .6 VCRs, a rooftop aerial and associated
cable + distribution/splitting equipment. For 972,000 homes,
that's $3,645,000,000. Yes, that's 3+billion dollars.



EVERY REFEREI{CE UUORK YOU COULD POSSIBLY ]IEED
- from SaIFAETS, of course!

check (r') offwhat you wish to order - include your details at bottom.
Fax (++ 64 9 406 1083) or mail (SaIFACTS, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand)

SatFACTS Subscription
ONE YEAR (12 issues): E Australia and Pacific - 4$96 peiyear airmail; I New Zealand- NZ$70 per

year, fast post; [] Balance of world - US$75lEuro75 per year airmail.
THREE YEARS (36 issues): EAustralia and Pacific - A9220 airmaii; f New Zealand- NZ$160 fast

post; U Balance of world - US/Euro $175 airmail.

HllC (E9OED (serious) "How to do it" References
E Tech Bulletin (TB) 9402: MATV (master antenna tenestrial) systems - wiring up a home, motel,

hotel, camp site from one set of antennas - $15 all regions
tr TB 9404: Home Satellite Dish Systems. "Newbie" trying to work out what all those terms means and

how a home system goes together? perfect. $15 all regions
tr T89405: Satellite to Room Systems. combining MAry Q4}2)wittr satettite (9404) to dishibute

satellite TV reception to multiple outlets - 2 to 1000+! $15 all regions.
E T89301: Terrestrial Antenna Systems to eliminate co-channel interference, st;k for additional gain.

$15 all regions.
tr TB9302: (Terrestrial) Weak Signal Reception Techniques; off-air TV reception to 300km+. Seriously

detailed. $15 all regions.
tr T89303: UHF - Big Antennas for 300km reception over ground! seriously detailed. $15 all regions.
n TB9304: Identitving and eliminatine noise intirference from fence lines, signs, electrical appliances.

How to cleanup marginal TV reception. $15 all areas.
n T89305: Cable TV - the basics. How a cable system works, how you can build one! $15 all regions.
E Nelson Parabolic Manual. The "bible" of building your own 13 foot dish from scratch. Serious stuff

for dedicated builders. $15 all regions (supply limited)

||OFD GORE - recent back issues of SatFACTS (while supnlv lasts)

_ fl SF#93 (May 2002) - European Piracy, hundreds of piracy web sites - $10 all regions.
n SF#96 (August 2002) - Nokia BDM, Faster Channel Zappngwith Nokia - $10 ali regions

n_Sf*gg (October 2002) Humax mods, Nexus PC Card, Low power FM broadcasting - $10 ill regions
f, SF#99 (November 2002) FunCARDS - how they work, roi**. mods for Humg)< - $10 all reg'lons

tr Sf*tOO (December 2002) d-box2 BIG report! AC3 Sunound Sound for Nokia panAmsat's Terrorist
Problem - $10 all regions

tr Sf*f Of (January 2003) d-box2 conversion to Linux, SA power supplies - $10 all regions
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Prices EXCLUDE Austrolion 65I- See our site for full detoils on all receivers listed here

Digital Satellite Receivers

TOPFIELD fra*ffsMTeclr
r starrdard De', 'rnit ion,

Gompact Size, Digital
Terrestrial Receiwer- $A399

eMTech
Packagqs with lrdeto 2.06 Cl cam

eM300 eMTech PVR/CI 40G receiver
with lrdeto 2.06 Cl cam $A1000

eM200 eMTech Receiver + 2 Cl slots
with lrdeto 2.06 Cl cam $4635

TF1000PVR PVR lDual Tuneal40G HDD $A1000
Up to 22 hours recording capacity.

TF3000G|P pro $A120
Topfield digital receiver with 2 x Cl slots & positioner

TF3100FEP pro S4360
Topfield digital receiver with 2 x Cl slots.

TF3000F| 3A290
Topfield free to ak digital receiver- No Cl slots.

llodel eilll50- Specifications -
Receive Frequency 160 - 860 MHz.

Loop Through 47 - 860 MHz,
IEG Male/Female conneclors

FFT mode 2K8K. Channel Bandwidth 7MHz.
Constellalion QPSK I 6QAM,64QAM.

Guard Interval I 14,1 18,1 I 16,1 /32.
f nner Coding Rala 1 12,213,314,516,7J8.

Mdeo Formats MP@ML, Aspdct Ratio 4:3 , 16:9.
Piclure Resolution 720 x576 , C,onnectors- RCA.

Audio Formats MPEG (Layerl&2) .
Sample Rate 3244.'l I 48 l<t1z-

' ModeMono/Stereo/Dual.'ConneclorRCA.
RF Modulator PAL-UryD/G/K Channel Ch.21^.69 .

Communication port(Rs-232) for software upgrade.
Power Supply Input Voltage: 90 - 240 VAC 50 - 60 Hz

GTick certified. Consumption: (Max.) 25 W
W xD xH (mm) 280 x 220 x 60 Weight (Kg) 2.0K9

llauppauge!
€ xwt? elu00lRcl Receiver with
?rry*s embedded lrdeto 2.09 slot, and

2 X'Cl slob. Suitable forAurora from Optus 83,
ART/LBC from PanAmSat2, and TVBS from
PanAmSatS. A valid original aulhorised smart
card is lequired ineach case. tA199

WinTV NEXUS PCI slot Satellite receiver $A45ll
WinTV Cl slot for floppy bay $A161

WinTV NOVA PCI slot Satellite receiver $A191
WinTV I{OVA Cl Satellite receiver with Cl slot $A314



MedlaStaP

3 Cl Digital, Analogue, Positioner + lredto 2.06 cam

D2 with lredto 2.06 cam

ffi$j**[* ret: 02 e618 5777
li':::::';l:j Fax: o2 e618 so77
i1';;Ti:,iig Opac@bigpond.com.au D7.1 Free to Air

-',',r.r 
MediaStar

- | High Performance

11300 MHz UO
Dual and Ouad Output






